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" " CIHAFTER I

INThODUCTION

Nearly twenty-five hundred years ago, the Greek Philosopher Heraclitus

put forth the principle of ceaseless change or a- he said, 1'All things flo4."

Although Heraclitus was refering more to the universe than society, this

principle can well be applied to the modern social environment which is

characterized by rapid change. Society shows the many signz of stress

"which such a period of -change creates.

Over the past decade there has been a gradua! and no'*abl, change in

the nation's attitudes and opinions and the values which underlie them.

Although--the national structure is bureaucratic in nature, there has been

a stePd loosening of social control at the lower levels which has led to
a progressive rise in individualism. MaJor emphasis has been placed on

-individual autonoiV with stress on self-fulfillment, self-actualization,

and self-development at the expense of the former srcial values of obligation,

duty and responsibility. This emphasis in individualism has led to a

growing erosion of attibudes toward existing standards and mores with an

accompanying decline in respect for authority.

As the society becomes more mobile and instable, the com-mrnity has less

influence on the attitudes and behavior -of the emerging generation. This new

generation of youth, rather than turning to the older generation for values

and ideals, turns inward towards their peers for guidance. In fact, as Hayes

& Rehm point out., "Mftch of the enthusiasm., Mdealism, energy, and increased

intellectual prepar.tion of youth seems to be fec ised on experimentation,

protest, a: a various forms of revolt .gainst existing socitl standards."'

-I
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Patriotism - the attitude of citizens toward their nation and government -

A* also appears to be sloaly erroding as citizens beco, e i'.sc national~stic in

nature. There is more emphasis on world affairs tha-n a focuq on American

patriots atid historic virtuer with a wirked decline in the outspoken sentiment

of patriotism.

These are but a few of thL problems which face society today. In addition,

there is the continued resistance to conscription Into the armed forces, civil

disturbances and disobedience, increased use of drugs, racial unreet, and on

Pend on to ad infinitum. These problems which face society as a whole are also

manifest within the military entablishmant of the nation.

As Has and Rehm state in their artiele, uthe character and quality of

a military establishment are intimately related to the society that provides

it. The value systems of that society provide the basis upon which the

4 more demnding value system of the military ethic is developed. The current

!jfrense of value -consensus in society a*t the local. wnwnlmty level created

lesfor Military socialiUattin.v2

IThe ntent, of this pqjer is to eermne how some of theP-•

problems facing socitty impact on the Ari and what -changes they t re creating

within the Armw. In order to provide a meanIngful ar s " -s'

mehd of'effecting organizational change

wlthidn the ArsW and to the ArM's current and possible future missions and

roles in support of nstional obJectlvW ,

Prior to launching into the major spec•'of the raper, it may wel -be

advantageous to note the similarities and differences between military and

business organizations. Needless to say a compari-z is difficult in that,

no ;-tngc cYanizational vrnit can be said to be typical of either Industry

or uilitair organizations, even thoug sot miUitar7 organizations do , bay&

- -

-- _0 -
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CI~r for!M~+ ta+ 4,,~ im.4+a ýnlrcwt+ t~htp mxrnan of' the~ rne-PTr'1v novw ii-r-i i

Sindustry, such as line of command; : taff and line relationship,', etcý, ,-re

basically derived from military experience.

There has been very littln empirical stujy nccomr-ished in the area of

coparing business and military organizationn. How•ever, a nmvrxy of one of

the more prominent studies conducted by Ozcar Grusky is pro-ided bore t,. kVy

tie groundwork for the remainder of the aper. Grusky found that a!-

organization officials in ,rw society share certain characteristics. ThCY

ocmupy well-defined positions in a hierarchy; interpersonal skills are

critical to their career advancement; they are concern.ed with salary and

prestige as measures of worth; and they seek to maintain ties to the locsl

comuawity and to society as a whole. It should be noted, however, thf., these

sW-rimties shoule not hide the fact that organisation5 have di~fereiit

objectives and strmtwtures which .*orm the ba:sis for entirely different

patt" of exicted behavio,-sr S their executives.3

The stuly also found tbhat, typical of Ugbly bureaUr systems, there

is a more constant and r.pld turnove, -if personnel in the milUtary than in

civillem industry,7- exa•,r-le, study results reflect that personnel sta-

'bilitr in a uilita7' organlwtion is almost the inverse of a btcsiness

organization. with apprWamtely half of the military officers (45.5%) being

An their eurrent ýrganiratlon less t1an a yy-_r whbe on'y about. 2 of the

budnes. mtnagers had been in the organizatii "Less than a year. Conversel,

almost 9"% of the bus!mess rmnagers had been in the organization ever five

years, where o0y 5.(% of military officers had boon In their current

organization over five years. 4

It vwa becauwz of this rapid turnover that Grusky conducted the study.

He vanted to de•rmmlne what effect this repid and routine turnover of military



oficr h aA w ihP ^ vanilst~nnFý 3inr the individual. members.Hexaidi • +his in rel.ftion to four distinct problem areas: executive homogeneity,

application of rational criteria for selection and

promotion of personnel, homogeneity among executives
with r-spect to numerous social characteristics tends

to result. Accordingly, we found at each rank level

greater amiformity in age, length of time in the
organization, and seniority among the military officers
÷han among business tanagers.

Routinized succession conditions the exercise of
organizationa! control. Rapid succession in the
military inhibits strong identification with the
chief executive. The data collected for this study
indicated tb .t length of tenure at the military base
increased tVe perceived authority of the officers,
including thas- at the highest ranks. Length of
tenure also increased perceived authority in the
business setting, but not at the top ranks. Thus it

appears that in the military, bureaucratic forms of
rotation, regardlass of the organizational objectives
they serve, weaken personal executive power and
encourage the development of a general orientation
toward organizational authority.

More favorable orientations tovard the organization
and the specific department were found in the MiltWtry
setting then In the business organization. In the
military system, and unlike the business firm stdted,*
length of experience in the particular installatiou was

not systematically related to the strength of these
attitudes,. Inatead, the more favorable orientatioAs
to the organ.zation and the subimit could be seen as
tied closely to the greater standardiwation of assign-
ment and greater streýMth of profesaional. Matment

in the mi.itary.

Evidence support"Ing the hypothesis that frequent
succession inhibits extensive participation in cowanity
life was not fcund. Instead, the opposite pattern pre-

vailed. military offiers, despite their short time in

the co==uty, were fomnd more likely to be members of

various comiunity voluntary associations than were
business managers. The findings were viewed as suggestive
of a pattern of adaptation-to buream'ratic succession.

Mlitary officers, knowing full wvll that their assiPment
to a given base was tempararry, awparently responded bW
rapidly integrating themselves into the local com==iy -

through memberships in numerous voluntary asxciatlons. 5



_________________--_-_-_-_____--__ - • - -± -- - ..... - - - --

Thus, it can bf ýtnen that alhough there are many similarities between

business executives and milliary executives, the divergent objectives which

each are comitted to create a disparity between then. in many areas, this

disparity is widening significantly. Where the busintes executive is striv-

ing for self-fulfilment and personali gain, the military officer must remain

guided by three small, but extremely meaningful, wrords which General of the

Armies Douglas NhcArthur so well i~mortalized in his farewell speech--Duty,

Honor, Country.
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FOOTNOTE'

.. H ~yep, H. :an, fehn, T. A.p, "The 1itry in a Free Society,"
U.S. Naval irttute Proceedings, Vol. (5, No. 752, Feb.,
1099, p. 31.

2o Ibi3..1. p. 35.

3. GmAuky, 0., "The Effects of Succession: A Comparative Study of
Military and Business Organizations," The Ne%. 1filiar,
Morris Janowitz (Ed.), (New York, The Russell Sage
Foundation, 1964), p. 107.

4. Ibid., pp. 89-90,

5. Ibid., pp. 107-108.
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CHAPTER 11

ORGANIZATIONAL CHN=

R•bert Frost once observed that,, 'Ost of the change we see in life

is due to truths being in and out of favor." The more closely one studifs

the concept of change from the behavioral science point of view, the more

one comes to realize a rJng of soundness in Frost's observation. A great

body of information has been aeimeilated over the years on many aspects

of change, yet there is no real theory of change. O'Connell (1968) on

this point has stated thatObv , it is too earl for a general

theory of organizational change. The soclal scientists Involved can

have faced only a narr an of situations in application of their

restricted teohniquesj* fl. IL Blake (1962) si tort this report with

his statemwnt that '"the behavioral sciences have accouqliahed little of

tema character In the direction of achieving change in situations

of oganised hunmn aCtivii*.*y

Ieqite the abmw4 of a theory of cbange, the work to dat b7

behbairal scientists can offer maiW sound observations about the process

of chang and am&. 1wortant, can provide =magers wdth several conceptual

ehemes far thinkdn abut chage. The seope of this section of the paper

is to ezxae some of the general swhb s and considerations that have

been offered as qs of thinkIng about change and to provide some defrni-

tics of terms that wM be used tkhoghout the paper. pition of

changp cocepts to the idiUtar, only briefly considered in this section,

vill be discussed more thworoghly in later seeti•n,.

Onen Ston" •

The open q~stem concept of organisational analysis provides one

framewrk for viewin the process of change. All arganizaticns are open
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systems that must function within the larger environmint. It il thisr •larger xnvironwnt that provides the energic i apts that allows an orgn_-

zatiovi to fmection and sirvive. Hhen any organization fails to react

positively to a critical change in its eaviroament and continues this tmpe

of behavior over a period of tine it is most likely to atropW mnd parish.

The successful organizatitx is one that couetie mly adapts or adjusts to

the changes in its environwent. The organization that fails to reqxnd

appropriately w its environnent can be labeled as a closed or dtir.

In stu•ying the process of change, however, one other isportant soire

of change requirements wast be considered, These are the

generat4 from within the organization itself. The source of theso

requirewits can stm from wW nudw of things; for exam]# differing

needs of eq~layees, internal fraln or imbslance betwm dliferent levels

or subsaystems within the orga'ization, or even conflict vithin a departmet

(as to gmls or objectives. An organization. crannot neglect the z 1epix irmnuit

L-;r change resulting from vit•in, for failme to do so is- almost a guauteed

route to internal decay sad eventuAl diM~fall of the riatm.

Pinned changep, as outl •we 1V Bemis (1966) is the use of soia

tehoimoog to solve problems of societr. Planned change is the a 11jcanm

of ~stu~aicandappoprat knwlegeto human affalre for the poeof

-reating intel3Jgett action and choice. Te critical elements of the plued

change process are valid knowledge and a deliberate and colabomrattve

relationship. By wq of definition, the actors in the process are the

so ago& iaho Is the one that directs and assists the g

the tarpt of tbi change, PlAnned change entails mituu goal setIZ& in

{ equa. power ratio, and deliberauteness on the part of both partles.
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In studying change, one must be careful to differentiate planned change

from other types of change. Bemnis (1966) has outlined seven other types of

change that could easily be confused with planned change, but vhich are

actually different in some significant aspects. 3 These types of change

and their significant characteristics are as foflowst

Indgq nations Here there is an imbalance in the power
ratio between the change agent ane the client system.

Co: The major characteristics here arr a
nonwtual goal sett~ng, an Imbalance rc'ar ratio, and only
one-sided del.beratenese.

Th rW"Wi Chante: This is an engieering &pproach to
change, The goals of the change are set by the client vheu
he defines his knowledge rajrements. The change agent,
engineer, s1W•y provides the required data.

chummt Hare there is no deliberateness on
either side of the relationship. This process is best
obseared among good friends or married couples.

SocUUML14M Ch ~t he parent-child relationship is the
best exwple -of socialization.

IMQLev gk•=g Here change is brought about thraug
ltw vth en emation of* the upower fgu

by atieaodinates.

As Dennis states, this tqpbl% of change is crude# but it does provide

a good perapective for dizfersonlating planned change from other possble

types Of chane.

One of the key variables in a Msucessful planned change is the deliberate

and ollaborative relationsbip established between the change agent and the

client system. Bemnis stipulates that a planned change program Vill optimize

07 &Mhen it fulfills the five folloWng crite-ia with respect to the

eoLlSbCMtive relatiomsbip. 3

1. A Joint effort that involves mutual determination
of goals.

2. A Osprit. of imqxu steaing from a relationship
that is governed by data, publicly shared.
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•. A relationship growing out of the motual Intema'tion
Of' +thA 04iat. amnti tha i0hav&A AMean

4,. A voluntary relationship between the change agntm
and the client. with either free to terminate the
relationship after joint consultation.

5. A relationship where each party has equal oppor-
nmities to influence the other.

Could this theory of planned change be put to use within a military

organization? To answer this questicm, one must uderAad the context

In which Bennis has offered this seheme. Bennis# as do most behavioral

scientists, tend to view the role of the change agent almost exclusively

as filled by somone outside the orgmtIzatic, u•ually a consulting

behavioral science expert brought in to assist the o izat in Iiple-

uenting sawe innovation. And it is In this light that he has offered

these five criteria for the collaborative relatioship. The traditional

role of the organizatioal monager or Nmlitary officer in m no

changes from within the organization has largeJ7 been Ignored. thi

consulting changa agent role seems to be an inbeent bWas in the writings

of most behavioral acientists. Ist managers wuald at a =e

-detiailed statr of the Process; of internlyma nain sud ia~

planned change than has been affered to date*

In the nmager-•b•uu dinate recateanc vmild have a diffit

time fulfilling all or awq of BeenIs' five criteria for a- c*llaatiLv*

relationship, especially when tW.s zelatS;xmdhp is placei in the context

of a military organization. Seldom In a military Ur•aiti v e

find conditions such as u.t-Fl determination of gMals, VOlunt rlatin-

ships, or equal Opportmities for euch partr to Influce the other.

Certainly these eonditions could be fulfilled In same mall degree, but by

the very defiition of an organization which demends a certain degree t-f

conformity aud restricUt of personal iqIuses, mos't of these conditLons

are precluded from consideratIon.
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HaTv4g been prael~ao tvom using the theories vi' planned change, what

0e0 the U prwical, every ry manager do -w i3iuement required changes in

his orgardaatio? Again using the Bei.mts typoloffs it is clear that most

managers mist rely on Intuition and flexibility•" n sliding back and forth

on a continum. of change techniques that would incwlde Indoctrination and

coercion at one end mid socialization and emulation at the other.

Qysnigati~w~a Chaumeu Systemic versus IndiviJdua &MRRoac

Katz and D•bn (1966) sgest that the sstemic change process as

developed in the Morse-Relser (1955) experiment is the most valid concept

available, to effect change within an organization. 4 This concept of change

atteuqpt to produce thane In organizations through manpulat of its

syste variables rather than through attepts to chiznge the behavior of

individual member" of the otion The izportant ch 'cteristic of

the conept of change is that it recognizs -%e bavior of in.rvidua3s

withi. an org tiaton as being largsdy determined by the cInate of the

orgeanization and the related 4.stew of roles and exectations. 1 sWT

pmlvouzs a-ttempts to produce, change In an organization vere directed at the

indvidual and hve failed becans the didn't comider the overall systen

of roles and their ett the o iao. The systemic

variables (those that cannot be changed at one level without affecting the

whole organizatiOn) are the key to this concept. Katz and Kabm point oat

thovgh, that tho of dmajoatiax o r processes by working with less

relevant variables is stin possible, but. is an inflnitely more difficult

task. Once the objective and the critical systemic variab]a are Identified,

Katz and Kabm recomend feta steps to be taken by the change agent to

'Imlement the change. These are as follovs:

1. FMst, tUp managemient nut im fVly appraised and
sold on the dextrability of the change.
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2. Seeondt the members of the organization s-st be

prepar• d for the change. An exaple of this
process wold be group disuessions and trasning.

3. Third, the change most pzperq y and official3y belegitisized as a now rol.e ra w t7b the
authority structure.

4. Finally, the change zmAt be i~1eanted by the members
of the orgmization,• using the most participative and
demortic means apprpriate.,

Two additional methods of change discussed by Katz and Kahn are the

Floyd fann Feedback and Group Diacusion process and tha use of Group

"Therapy wit•ihn organizaidons as utilised b7 the Tavistoxk Institute in

bgland. In the proper context and in their i right these methods of

change have achieved Wt and vmKtnfhiLU results. (These two methods

are f -llyexW ined In Katz and Kam The S__2&a1 PWSW _on of 9M +NM

Chapter 13,.) However in the context of a plamned ebange as applied In

militaxy aanisatiua, these methods you2 not be app oprate. The =aor

{ ~draiwick- is that both of these methods by choice avold detf Igin advanee

desired abonges In M'~utaal s~trov I"d faoi g BY its TOMT

nature the miditav7 zraiation requime strIet ocatiasi to enuu that Its

fUU -=s and 2issions are f'ufi•led. So, as Uats and Kahn point out, the

wsat- dif1fictyidth the thswaW and feedbac approach Is that we do not

knov If =W infcn ognztoa change idil occur

The to date vith them. two cOces Is that mz chae

achieved is It" t+ be In the direction of =e efficient fvmctiomnng,

but not In the diUectIw of basic structural change. In this context, and

eapecial37 mmhendmlitary rgwnisaticlza are viewed at different, 2--vas of

owVjniationa bierardW, the wse of C p therw or feedback procedtnea
- =d*t.prove beneficial to militay ormnisatis on the bar end of the

continmm This process offers little risk of radicia departures and an

excellent chw•ce for a gmeral increase in efficiency. Hwevm r in considering
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IT this awroach one wust accoumt for the fact that the military is a large

complex ozg0iain and a cdwnge in any one branch or organization mdgbt

have severe and vnintendd side effects on other parts of the structure.

The mjlitary organizational Uierarchy described above can best be

depicted with the cttimnuaum analogy. This relationship is illustrated In

the following diagram. Combat battalions would be the bottom or the higb3•

avthorltarian end of a continum of organizational structure, while high

level staffs of the Pentagon type would be located at the top level or the

more participative •nd of the orgO.Aational montinum.

Pentagon frticipative and more
StaIfIf loosely structured

Continua

Cksbat A tative and

llmt'aic f-1; X~IfitaZy =rmi aina lierarfhy Continwm

'"he greatest .ut of confusion and frUstration In the application of

ceange concepts to organixetiaos bas come from the falm2e to recognize that

chansing Individuasl widl not alwas change the rgniza-ion. %'( theories cf

Individu2al chang, though impo-tant in certain specific and limited applica-

tiu are an ver•imlification of the organizational charwge process uhich

ezgleets the Inta. latImMfts of people in an organizational structure.

The use of inf tc as a nethod of indtividual cbang provides the

neessary rational for the cbha but fails to provide the required motivation.

indiuidumI otmseling and tboraw, an.d emsitiviy tr'aining have proved



suocessful ii changinp, individual behavior. However, the individual

f usually retun. s to his former vays of behaving once he retwuns to the job,

because there cvhng, attempts failed to consider the realities of organiza-

tional setiture. WIen taken out of context of the work situation, the

rind.vidual has the problem of transferring his insights and individal

changes back to the organization.

The Implementation of change thouh inflwence of %he peer proi offers

a potent but limited method of 0pplicatiOn. mh ien the peer Vpo is

taken directly •f•o the o isational setting and only' when the role

relations and the authority ,trcture of tLe grm do not greadt3y Inhibit

its interactions, tbn will the peer group influence approach offer some

chance for successo

Le4nta ahme Of 22iaizatOMAl Imililbrm

Owi of the sowdest schemes proposed as a ceAcept for thnking about

change, and especially useftl for managers, is LewIn's fthm of Orgensa-

tional Eulbr~.

Thi s heta, sk•e•ted in the diagm below, describes the behavwor in

organixations as a dyna•ic balance of faOces working ~in the social-

pqohological space of the lgania'n. LewA uses a gIVn level of

pioduc~on to describe hUs sMheme and states that aW tendences- to raise

the level of production are usually offset by equal forces tendifg to

depress it. The forces WnIng to raise the production level are tihe

dLiMw for•eSI and the M L are those that offer resistence.

OrganisatIonPA Space

Restraining Fares

I t
- Drivi.ato n-2; rces S of

Illstrtio 17-2; lewi.'s Shemem of Oranstion, . Uquilibrezu



HOy doer change take place within this scheme? Lewin suggests that first

there must be an imalance between the restrainiM forces and the driving

forces. This Imbalance *an occur by changing the magitude or direction of

any of the forces in the situation. The role of the manager requires that

he be able to manipulate the situational forces to unfreeze the present.

i lb m direct the movement, in the desired directions, and rearrange

or refreese the situation so that it does not backslide to its old level.

One big problem of mnagement in implementing an change is to prevent

bckslid���. an offers one solution that cam help prevent backsliding;

that is mxium participation. In other words, the greater the degree of

pawticipation in plannin and Ileme g a change by all effected parties,

the less the chance for baks ng.

Bowe (1966) discusses the Lewin schewe as presented above and more

precisel defines the role of the change agent as one of a Oplantied, delib-

erate intervention into the processes of change ruder wy in and around the

't-ent rsteu tc inf,-2un the dircton, teo and quality of the change

Ieb take pwace. One important wo Aderati hch Beme offers concern-

IMg the role of the change agent is that he must conetantlr be aware of his

oum momattons in order to approach any ch-nge objectively and to build the

Important elemeat of trust ind confidence in his integrity as a change agent.

He mast not allow his perceptons to be clouded and distorted by personal

mtivations and needs.

Beane bel±-•wes that this admonishment applies equa-el tes either the

outside change agent (the consuiltant.) or the mancgr change agent. Yet in

the ease of the mmager change agent, this concept pointr up one of the

strong d1lemma of organizational life, which is equally true for the

,,itaxu offle-.mn . The officer as a change agent is held strictly

accoentable for the sneces or failue of his assigned operation. All

promotIns and rewards are based on bhv well one Implements v change, if
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o~rt O'" has 2 ::oz:: Inti - ioit 15 a~a !Wsalb1 for &nf

orgizational necessity and self-survivall he must coutinueal7 consider

his o'ni aotivat:ons and needs. One alternative reaction to this dilema is

extreme conservativism idhch can also lead to organizational decay and self

destruction.

Iamone _•o Co92o0nm t Scheime

Lawrence (1961) has offered another exeellmet ach•me by which the manager

can approach changes, especially in individual change where the resistance

factor is expected to be hIig. 6  lawence divides change into tuo components,

the technical side and the social side. The technical side is sal~y the

making of & meaxursble modification in the pbysical routines of a Job, The

wcal aspect ii• zre complieated and refers to the 'isy those affected by a

ehange nperceive it as alterig their established relationship in tbR organist-

tion.

The social aspect of the change, hish growe out of the nteractiont

arces between the change agent and the clieat, most not violatie the

customaz7 aetheds or ws in hideh the claet relass bimaelf to the orgavn-

sation. If the eclent Is accustomed to being treated as a per vith m

valuable skins and knowledge, this is bow he must be afproachad in order tU

ISzlement the technical side oa achange, If one doesa't use Wo tn of

approa, he will generate resisto-ace to bEoenhange regardless of its

tec•nical merits. This pricess can also work in the remwse. Take for

ezaples the client that is accustosd to receiving harsh and imersonal

orders and directions. If he were approached by a chanp agent that used

overly flattering appeals and platitudes, he would most likely perceive the

agent as insincere and manlatiw and therefore fae an immdiate resistAnce.

The important vaiable in this process then is to Gmataia the cunet wo.rkinW

relationships of the Individual or puaps.7



I! Zetterberf 'Somthin ElseM ReOuemen

Zetterberg (1962) stated that, *It Is a rather common observation that

scientific findings do not by themselves influence any policy decisions: it

is always findings plus something else that seem to be operative in any

instance where it is claiaed that applied science has helped the shaping

of policy."7 It is this factor of "something else" that has long been the

concern of the Human Resources Research Offices of George Washington University.

As a contract research organization working directly for the Department of the

Arvy, HumFW is vitally concerned with the degree of success they experience in

implemeting changes based on their research findings. In a study of this

problem in 1966, J. D. Iyons concluded that while timeliness, commuen interest,

concreteness, Zeitgeist and personal interest were all iportant "something

elsew factors, by far the iost impor-tint key to the successful iiplewtntation

of a technical research finding was the contimmed and intensified involvement

of the client systaon throughout the entire process.8

'•dane Levels of Chanse

As one last consideration of the concept of change, Chin (1965) offers

a very useful seceme of distinguisbing amng levels of change. 9 He differen-

tiates five degrees of change which can be placed on a continuum that would

also descaribe the degree of amount of change required by the client system.

The levels, described below, range from substitution to value orientation

hage and ca be directly correlated with factors inhibiting innovation

because the scale seems to range from easiest to the bardest to accomplish*

1. s is simly oe instlated segment exchanged for another.

2. Ma is a minor change but one that can have unforeseeni
Systemic effects.

3*. Pertbations and Jiations are temporary oscillations in
the client system, but-they still represent variations within
the equilibriu of a system.



4. RtstMcturizr represents a fumdawental change in th'- -lurcture
of a system.

5. Value Orientajton is the most comlex of all and involves deep
intrinsic changes of personality and character both for tho
individual and the organization.

From these change distinctions it becomes quite obvious that there will

likely be different principles of change to use according to the different

levels of change involved.

• (
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CdMATER III

4 CUCRENT METHODS OF CHANGE IN THE ARMY

Th z chartc:- -'seribcs the current methodology used by the Arnt for

-v '3,15 ng rew doctrine, equipment and organizations for the Arii in the field.

The cha,, e- ccn-cntrate•, riainLy on orgarnS vtional change (e.g., changing

structu;-c and modes of operation) ra+,her than on itidividual change as is

accompLished through sensivity training and .imilar act.•'ities. Needless

to say, the Arny is a large complex organization which Is structured along

the classical school of thought. While Katz and Kahn consider these ýchoolo

cf thought to be closed in nature , the writers of this paper do not consider

the ArnVr a closed system even though it is normally considered bureaucrat•c

in nature. In studying the various paragraphs below, it will be noted 'what

each major topic (e.g., formal structural change) is discussed separately.

This Is dune matInly for convenience and the reader should consider all the

topics together in that each impacts on the other and, for the most part,

.• change is accomplished in a systematic and orderly fashion withn. the A-iW.

Formal Strctural Chan e

The overall defense establishment ur.dergoes reorganization more or less

on a continting basis in order to effect econoir measures and to adjust to

the ever changing missions of the Department of Defense (DOD). In addition

to this, there are major recommendations which are proposed by Presidential

Blue Ribbon Committees such as the recent recommendations of the Fitobugh

Committtee on the reorganization of the Department of Defense.

The Department of the Ar:r (DA) is affected, of course, by any defense

departzment reorganizations. DA also wndergoes internal change or reorgani-

zation to meet the challenges of its many and varied missions. The last

major reorganizatiom of DA was in 1962 and this was the first major reorgant-

zation since 1903. This reorganization vas necessary to eliminate areas of

overlapping responsibilities and diseconomies of operating with the existing

structural fra•nework.
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These hgher level changes, while iaterestinig, are q•ite complcx and wuod

7 lend themselves to a most thorough ana3yrtleal paper -d all. Th,, this

paper w-11 deal primarily with developing and implementing organizational

change for the ArnV ir the field. The reason for this concentration can best

be smwed up by quatin. General William Tecumseh Sherman when he told the

graduates of tne U. S. .litary AraceW in 1869, that an ArM' "may be used,

and is constantly used, in conrection with the civil administration of

government; yet war is Ats true element, and battle ite ultimate use."

The job of insuring that the Arirq in the field is designed to meet

current and future taveats is assigned to the U. S. ArM Combat Developments

Commnd (CDC). In the period following World •r 1i, •oc u •vwic- in

science and technology coupled with changes in national policy and stratetgy

placed increasing erahasis on the need for being able to predict and develop

new doctrine, tactics and arganizations to meet new reqrIrements. During this

period, the task of developing changes for the Armq was fragmented among

approximately 30 different organizations. Needless to say, this led to

problem when attempts were made to incorporate crd standardize changes

Arsy-vide. This, than, was the situation which brought about the establishment

of G in 1962 with the centralized responsibility for all combat devl opments

functions within the Am.

CDC realizess, as does the military establishment as a vhole, that

there is no ultimate &W.r, Therefore, its mission is to recommend changes

which will make the Army the best for a given time perdod and then improve

or that organization as required to maintain overall combat effectiveness.

With this background, let's look then at how the CDC recommended changes

cow about atd how they are implemented.

The key to the combat developments program is CDC' Is Concept Program

which is designed to facilitate the t integration of new or improved doctrine,
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materiel, and organizations into the ArqW during a specified implementation

period. CDC's concept program is correlated with the overall Department of

the Ar.y p -iannmig syvtem. Under the Ariq planning system there is a faorily

of strategic plans which outline the principal force objectives and resource$

requirements of the ArnW staff, identify future threats to the security of

the U. S., and plan for the effective use of forces and resources which will

bw available. Within the constraints of the ArnV plans, CDC then plans for

changes which are required for the Arq in the field during the next twenty-

five years, In reality, of course, the twenty-five yeou predictio is "a

predictidnin the true sense of the word, and as such is updated continuously

as the implementation dates become near.

In the CDC Concept Program, the developmental cycle is broken into five

,ear time frames. As an example, the AxW which CDC envisicss for the 19%5

time frame would follow a developmental plan similar to that described below.

The target date or T-date is that date by which it is envisioned that the

ArV in the field will be fully operatImal under the new doctrine, materiel

and organizations.

T minus 25 to T mimis 20. During this period a concept sudy which

includes the broad guidance and general objectives which determine the

direction of combat developments far the 1995 time frame is developed. The

study considers all the functions of land combat and is aimed at making the

fullest use of current and future technological advances. It mast consider

all future threats to national security.

T minus 20 to T minus 15. The concept study is now broken down into

doctrinal studies which examine the f nctionr of land cwfat more fully

(e.g., the function of mobility is broken down into air, ground and sea

mobility). 1mteriel requirements are also identified. If the development

of these requirements are beyond the current state of the &rt, they are
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Sdeveloped as a qualitative meteriel developments objective (QINDO). A QMff

Sis a statement of the need for an item the feasibility of development for

which is unknown. Thus, at this a.oint, AraV research and development or

civilian industry will atterpt to develop the required item Vithout knowing

whether or not they will be successful in meeting the required need.

T minus 15 to T minus 10. Duwing this period, doctrine is developed

in greater detail and redefined as necessary. Also at thistime, qualitative

anteriel requirements (QME) are identified. A QMR is a statement of need for

an item of materiel for which the feasibility of development is known.

T minus 10 to T minus 5. On t,% tasis of approved doctrine developed

In previous periods, field manuals (FW s) and tables of organization and

equipment (TO31's) are produced. A field manual is the means by which the

doctrine for the given period is promulgated to the Arn7. A TOE is a li3t

of the men and 6quipment authorised in a given organization and also contains

a proposed organizational structure. There is a TOE developed for each given

tM of unit in the ArsW in the field (e.g., Division Maintenance Battalion).

The Fl'a my be new or revised but must consider all details as to how the

irw rifight, be equppd and be organized during the pert1nent time fran,.

T minus 5 to T-date. During this last five years, the concept program

whtih began as a broad Id.l-twenty years earlier, is put into effect to the

extent allowable by the Chief of Staff of the ArW (usually based an budget

and manpower constraints imposed on the military by the government). It is

during this period that troop tests are conducted by units of the Arq

organized, equipped and trained in accordance with the new or revised doctrie.

These troop tests are evaluated and form a basis for making any requiqd

change to the doctrine# TOE's or FMs. Following this, there Is then an

ArnW-ilde transition to the new doctrine, materiel and organizations a

directed by the 'Ubef of Staff.
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Throughout the whole developmental Mycle (25 Years), comqmtea- vuarainnl1

Si ulation and other operations research techniques are used to deterivne if

changes are required to the envisioned concepts. Also, throughout the life

cycle, cost effectiveness studies are made to help select the best alternatives

and to assist in formulating materiel requirements. Four things are involved

in ennsdlcerung -what programs to design and what to change or Iprovet

1. the national objectives;

2. the nature and urgency of the threats faced;

3. the capability of science and industry to deliver the

required materiel on time; and

4 the anticipated costs of the program as opposed to the

expected gain in combat 9ffectiveness.

From the foregone dimcssion it uould appear that the combat development

cycle is almost a closed qstem in that feedback is always generated in rela-

tion to the pyaten or concept being developed. This is fe- from true. 3bWjor

AwW cmands (such as the U. S. kqW Vietnam) oonstaWJt provide feedback to

D& and CDC as to difficulties being Flcountered in the field. In addition, CDC

bha- liaison offices and special teams in the field (especially in Vietnam) to

exivine deficienc'qs In current doctrines materiel and Itions in order

to provide feedback to the planners within the CDC developmental agemciese OWW

and above this normal feedback, CDC also has a Vietnam retwnee debriefing

program which allovs the command to obtain aftitional information as to short-

comings and inadequacies which these personnel found to exist under combat

conditions. All of this feedback serves ths major purpose of alloying CDC tofIncorporate the experience gained from operations in the field so that future

doctrine and concepts mil be viable in the time period for which they are

programed.

F:
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It would also appear from studying the -bove text that this is a -noothp

problem-free development cycli. This$ too, is far from reality. Since CDC

has only been in existence for eight years, all of the problems have not

yet been worked out cf the system. These problems are far too complex to

detil here but it should bo pointed out that they are currently subject to

thorough anjlysis within the irmy to determine the best method of -'chamnging"

the AzrqVls method of introducing organizational change.

Throughout the deve!opmental cyclep close coordination is maintained

with the Arv Nktariel Command (AMC) who is responsible for the development

of the materiel' wich is envisionod to be needed in the 1995 time frame

(materil deflopment is discussed under Technoloogicl Mhange later in this

.,;pter). This close coordination is necessary to insure that the equipment

",4-iced will fufill the needs of the Ar in the field. In addition# this

ntr-co• -d tion allows for continuous development and update of

the eomanion doctrine and organizations.

Althafgh Ideally materiel is developed in support of new doctrine and

orgnisotioni, it is oftent-he case that a technological break-through in

-- telril, or new ut±Uzatiom of existing equ5aet, will cause a need for

change In doctrine and utganization%. Two prime exaples of this are the

helicopter and the air cusion vehicles for use in Viten&.2 Until the early

1960'1. the true valm of the helioopter as a tactical vehicle ,jas not fully

"Cognized. Recognition of its capabLlities for rapid deployment of troops

and the provisain of tremendous firepower to the combat elements led to the

new alroobile concepts being so effectively used today in Vietnam. These

concepts were developed, fielded and tested in a few short years and are now

wuergoing refinement based an Vietnam experience. In this case the equirment

already avaiable to the Arv, has created a whole new concept which will

have far reaching effects on determining how the AM will fight, be eqtjped

I .
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ai.d be organized in the future. The adoption of ihis concept will# therefore,

Simwact on concept programs which are already under development and will

neces3itate change in many cases.

During the last ten years of the developmental cycle, CDC mast also work

close3y Vith the U. S. Continental Aru Command (CONUC) who is responsible

for training individuale and organizations within the MWu. This coordination

is neeassary to Iinsre that •e new doctrine promugated in the field

manuals can be Incorporated into the pro-am of instruction for all COWNA

schools in a timely zmnner. In additionp CONMRC is often required to provide

the Arm organizations and personnel which test the new concepts and thus

most be aware in advance as to what changes are required so hat plans can

be made to support the necessary tests.

In smntary, it can be seen that kL ping the Ah'' s ioctarine and organisa-

tions up-to-date and ready to meet all contingencies is a r&ther awesome job.

It mst be r, tao, that these o atis are envijdined and

designed by man ands, as such, are not perfect. Thwefore, the milltar7#, lke

most social organizations tend to breakdown and require constant patching and

change in order to meet its ever changing mission and environmt.

TenlmoloOeal. Change

Although CDC was organized in 1962 to insue that long range plans would

be the guiding foarce in all new equipent development, this is not the only

method used to Identify changes required to ArM materiel. JDC has the major

mission but it has not been in existence long enough to idrntify end develop

all the requiraments necessary to support its long range plans. Because of

this, maaW of the neq equipment requirements are generated outside the

established system.
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A large number of new muteriel develpmeats ari, a product of the

research and development agencies Ui1-Mier '6T~IVE CriitoIL ,f thaA&Z " terk

Commend. In fant these agencies account for appr-xdmte3y ninety percent of

the Arq's research and development effort. Othe.r Aruy agencies also engaged

in development of new equipment are the surgeon general's office and chief

of engineers 'iffice.

Often times, new equipment requirements o-; generated within the Arnv

btaff itself or within the office of the secretary of defense, An example of

this procedwu. is the main battle tank (IT-70) uwich was ititiated within

the secretALar of defense's office to promote joint development by the Federal

Republic of Germany and the United States of a radically new and improved

main battle tank.

1bJor Army covrnd,. such as the U. S. hxuy Vietnam (USAMI), may originate

requirements to meet unforeseen and urgent needs of the troops in the field.

The Arzu has a program known as ENSURE (equipment nan-sxandard urgent

requiremets for equipment) which is designed to satisfy this typo of need.

The KW Cobraj, which is a gmnship with imyved capability over the Ut-lC

armed helicopter# is but one example of an item developed in response to an

ENSUBE request.

Occasionally, civilan intustry will develop new equipment vhich, with

minor modification, is deemed suitable for military use. Examples of suth

off-the-shelf items are the M1-16 rifle and the CH-54A helicopter (flying

cra•ne) both of wiheb are extensively in use bry the , .

The above discussion is presented merely to shb that neu equipment

can be generated by maW sources, both from within td •ntcl ide thr De~pzrtment

.of the ArJ. In IJ6r ose, this new equipment ViU. t Mkel" erc.to a

need for change in the existing doctrine or org-a:.isat_-as f ,f

the field. As an example, the Introductio:. ,of r - X"', , ,)

,I
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alter the service suwport structure in varyine demreos. If the item is

similar to existing equipmcint, then the current maintenace btructure wjy be

adequate to support the equipment with only the addition of one or two

personnel to existing organivations or even cross-training of personnel

already in the organization. Hov'ever, if the item is radicaDy different

it may creatc a need for a whole new org&nization or ideally it will be

taintenance free and a whole echelon of support could be eliminated.

No matter how the item is introduced into the AruW, the A Materiel

Co•uand has responsibility for developments, test, pt, and disposal

of the item or in Aru7 jargon, it has reap-aisibility Prom "the cradle to the

grave'. Records are maIntained on each item from itt inception to its

mltimate death whether it be in combat or by normal disposal. To illustrate

this concept, the following diecussi will concentrate on the formal c~aat

development cycie means of developing a new item of equipment.

Under tUIs method, CDC identifies a piece P equipment which will be

required in some futwe time period. For sake of slqp2iety, it is assumed

that the item is within the ctrmt. -stte of the art and development of the

item is feasible. WDC then prepares a qualitative materiel req s (()

vhich states (among other things) the for the iteP4 what it is to

be designei for, and the military specifications (e.g., In the case of a tank,

one of the .pecifications ma be that it is capable of firing either conventional

auamitior. or missiles from Its primary gun tube.) which are required to make

the item acceptable for use with the new concepts envisioned.

This QMR is then taken by the appropriate agency within AM for Votems

development (e.g., For a new vehicle, the Army Talk and AutOMOtve CoMend

would be the developmental agency.). If the ArrV has an in-house developmental

capability, such as one of the arsenals for proucing aimmitinn, the item

would go through the developmental cle ir-house. In the Case Of a vebile,8

the responsible agency would negotiate a contract wVth Civilian industry for

development of the item.
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Throughout the developmental stage, in-prtcess re"revr are hold to insure

that the item being designed does in F•ct meet the specifications outlined in

the QM•. If not, either the contractor must change the design or, if this is

not possible, the QMR mwy have to be modified to make the specifications less

critical. This can often be done, in that the QM often states specifications

which are unrealistic or not attainable with the state of the art.

As the item is developed, it undergoes a series of tests-engineering,

service and troop tests. Within AM93 there is a :!jecial command, U. S. ArmW

Test and Evevaluation Command (TECOM) which was created- to control and coor•inate

the test and evaluation of new ArrW aquipment. Engineering tests are conducted

duing development to determine if subsystems or components (eeg., the engine)

of the item are performing as required and changes are iade if necessary. The

smerce test is +tAe first place where the new item is tested as an entire

system, performing in the env and under the conditions for uhich it

was developed. CDC monitors these tests to insure that the stated requirements

arc, in fcvt, being mest Once the service tests are copleted and the results

cpiled, a decision is made by the Depsrtment of the kiq as to accept or

reject the item for use. It Dma be necessary at this time, to incorporate

changes cr modifications to the item before it is acceptable. If this is

the case, further testing may be required. If the item is accepted, it then

undergoes actual troop tests. Here the item is married vp with the doctrine

and organizations for which It was designed to insure that it can do the

required job. This is the final stage of the 4evelopmental cytle and, if

sueessful, the item will be introduced into the ArW world-wide along with

the appropriate doctrine and organizations*
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This is not to say the the item is now perfectly acceptable and tbat the

Sitem will be problem frue from this time on. Once the item is used extensively

in the field, or in coml.t, performance of the item may indicate that the item

needs to be changed or it may point to the necessity for a whole new item of

equipment. The ArW 'has a continuous feedback system for all major items of

equipment in that each user of the equipment can submit wbat is known as an

EIM or equipment improvement recommendation at any time. An SlI, pinpoints a

specific problem or design deficieuty that the user has encountered. If a

particular item is consistantly encountering the same problem, the develop-

mental agency will analyze the item to determine what change is required to

correct the problem. Once the problem is analyzed, a modification work order

is published. This 1440 is a description of how the configuration of the item

must be changed in order to correct the deficiency.

As is evident from the foregoing discussion, the Aray must closely watch

the development of an it-cm from its very inception until its disposal ir order

to insare that items introduced into the ArW are the best available and yet

econodically justifiable within the eonstraints of the n-±tional sdltary

objectives. Introducing these new items end maintainin them in a large

complex organizatlon like the Army involves continuous review aad updating

of the equipment itself and the doctrIne for which it was designed. Often

times, the equipment has capabilities beyond the doctrine for which it was

designed and, thus, to effect full utlization of the item, doctriae and

organizations must oe changed to take advantage of this extra capability.

EnnFEctors Analysis

While it is true thzat the doctrine, equipment and organizations axe an

impor tant part of the Military establishment, the individual soldier has



always been the focal point for waging either hot or cold war. Of all the

elements of war, the human elament is probably the most complex and difficult

to understand. Because the individual coldiers actions. capabilites, and

attitudes (whether it be a jart of a fire teim or in interacting with the

local population) are criticel •to the success of any military mission, the

Army must consider human -Vactors in the design of equipment and crganizations.

kArmr research and engineerin.g in human factors is concerned with the

diacovery and development of principJi.s wad techniques for effective use of

military personnel. This includes the application of these principles and

techniques concerning human pbhsical and psychological characteristics in

the design of ejuipment, so as to increase speed and precision of operations,

piovidG maximum maintenance efficiency, reduce fatigue, and simplify organizations. 1

Three separate organizations under the control of the Chief, Research and

Development (an office with the Department of the Arni) accomplishes much of the

scientific work in this area. These agencies are:

1. The U. S. Ani Behavioral Science Research Liboratory (BESRL),

which conducts psychologieal research in the areas of personnel

selection, classification, management and utilization.

2. The Huian Resources Research Office (H= M), formerly of

George Washington University, which cooducts researeb in

training, metivation, leaderahip, and an/weapons systems

analysis.

3. The Center for Research in Social Systems (CiESS), Americ.M

Universityq which conducts research in the field of psychological

operations, mconventional warfaret counterinsurgency, and other

social sciences in support of &W requirements.
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.knl -.cJxon, the, .h.an BLngnucr.'ung Iabor•torie,; (HEL) which is a part of

the AM M.ttriel CoixnAindt ;u•-u•res proper human fuctors engineering of ArM•

materiel and Li.t;gration (-" personnel rnd training requirements for support of

any new equipment or syste.ao. Kny of the comnodity commands (e.g., Army Tank

and Automotive Cotm.mrnd) of AMC also have hirnan factors research and .1evelopment

facilities.

The hiumn factors ,nd oehavioral science area, of course# is a very broad

subject and a thorough anra•dsis of this area is beyond the scope of this paper.

However, in order to have a ba.'ic understanding of how the AMs• uses human

factors analysis in the realm of military operatio-s research, a goneralized

model of human behavior in military situations which was developed by the

Combat Operations !F.eFarch Group for the Combat Develop=ents Command is

presented below:

The Human Behavioral System

1) Characteristics

a) Behavioral characteristics in combat follow a reasonab

discerixible pattern. For example, l" one considers a

conflct between tuo armies (it also could be between

individuals or small groups), the sequence of behavior

would most likely evolve as follows: information inputs

to each AriV concerning the situation at a common point

in time; the recognition by each Ar3r of immediate goals

To be a:aheved; the selection of one or more goals for

achievement; the decisions concerning how best to

achieve these goals; and the ezecution of available

action mechanisms for achievement. Graphically, this

sequence in fts simplest form would appear as follows:
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Stimulation __ Responses

o Perceptions Decisions

Decisions Perceptions

Responses .... _ _ Stimulation

Note that each of the Anrn's bresponses" creates its

own self-stimulating feedback.

b) The behavioral pattern outlined above can be described

in terms or the transfer of energy or information through

an individual; through a group of people; or through a

larger state, including the individual and the small

group. ,1bst social scientists tend to focus their

study of human behavior on only one of these levels of

behavior. However, significant behavior effects occur

at all three levels simultaneously, and these effects

can be accurately predicted only when all three levels

are taken into account.

2) The Individual Behavioral Patterr

a) Any lman activity depends ultimate3y on one or more

individuals perceiving stimuli and making responses.

The variables which affect individual behavior come

fr6m all three levels of organization (see Figure 3-1).

All behaviorp however$ is Initiated by stimnli which must

be perceived by the individual. Terrain and weather

conditions are examples of external stImLatici, as

a.e external activities such as eneaW fire. An

externally established goal may be the requirement

from a higher headquarters to take a given dilitary

objective. In addition to external stimuli, the
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if all the other members of his platoon break under

fire he is likely to do tatý same. Finally, he is self-

stimulated. Pas;t decisions and actions, his levei of

training and experience. and his current psychological

and physiological states will affect his behavior.

b) Not all '?erceived information is acted upon. There is

a dynamic interchange between the perceptual processes

and the Internal state of the individual. For convenience,

this internal state may be separated :into three inter-

dependent although not clearly differentiated states:

the psychological state, the physiological state, and

the starag state which may be expressed in terms of

experience or training. Only a smal part of this

storage state can be classified -s memory, that is,

subject to voluntary recall. Although most experiences

are not directly accessible as memory, most psychologists

and psychiatrists agree that these Ononaval-aable

experiences* do Influence behavior, and that they are in

dynamie Interaction with the pbysinlogical and psychological

states of the Individual. The physiological state consists

of, among other things, health1 fatigue, and pbysical

tram&. The psychological state inclbes emotio-s,

motives, attitudesp values, and blief systems. Some

of these psychological systems are quite stable and

others are extreme3y transient and dependent upon momentary

changes in stivalatio:. The psychological, plysiological,
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aind storage states are dynamic intei'play with each other

and they influence what stimuli may be perceived by the

individual, Thus, a fatigued observer with a set (predis-

position) to search an area for tanks might remain alert

for any sign of tracked vehicles, but he might not see

o- hear the infiltrating enemy infantry which he could have

detected if his set had been different.

c) It should be. recognized that investigations leading

to the production of individual behavior patterns are

frequently less applicable to Operation Research (OR)

problems than those studies portraying behavior of the

group or extra-group levels. It is at these levels

that behavior patterns become most significant and are

most amenable to operations research techniques.

Hoiwever, important exceptions, which may well demand

insights on individual behavior, do exist. For example,

the ability of a forward observer to detect a particular

target of opportumity is a ftnction of training,

alertness, fatigue, and other individual factors.

It is known, for instance, that the probability of an

observer detecting and correctly interpreting the mnazing

of an object decreases as a function of the length of

a watch period. From this knowledge an estimated decre-

ment of probability of target detection as a function of

the duration of visual search can be made and used in

the development of recomaissance flight plans.

3) The Group Behavioral Pattern

Group behavior is more than a simple summation of individual

behaviors. In group action the individual behaviors must be
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considered as part of the behavior patterns of the g&oup.

As viewezi by the social scientist, the obJectlve of military

action is to render the eneMr ineffective by breaking 6own

his group function. This is dwe by destruction of the enenr's

cohesiveness. Group cohesiveness is sustained by a dynam-¢c

balance between the organizational structure, leadership

patterns, and perceived proximity of the individual.

Inputs to cohesiveness are the actions of individuals in the

group. A soldier who is alone in a foxhole on a moonless

night in Jungle terrain, and who cannot communicate with

others in his squad lest he be detected by the enenV, loses

his sense of cohesiveness and his ability to function as part

of a group. Not on2y the social environment, but also the

politico-cultural facets that make tp the social environment

affect group Cohesiveness. As E result, tactics designed to

destroy cohesiveness based on one type of culture may be

ineffective when applied against another type.

4) The Extra-Group Behavioral Pattern

a) The extra-group level is concerned with behavior of the

group in the external wcrld that iqdUges on the group

through the aigency of the individuals who compose the

group. Any ccnsideration of kumn fautors must take into

consideration both the plysical and the social environments.

The pbysical environment refers to the terrain and

weather which influence both individual and group

behavior. Over the years, military science has developed

mys to utilize and control the pbysical environment.

The social environment, however, is less familiar and more

poorly controlled. It consists of those social,
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buhavior of an individual in relation to his immediate

group and the culture of which he is a member. The

3ociAl onvironment, as iuch as the physical environmentp

deternincs what individuals and groups may or may not do,

and how they will do it. It determines the leader-

.ship patterns, the organization structures, internal

communica ion modes and meanings, and the supports for

the cohesivaness of the groups.

b) In sumwary, it can be seen that the extra-group level

impinges upon the individuals in the group. The casual

relat. onship and interaction pattern among the three

levels (individual, g-oup, and extra-group) is shown in

Figure 1. Figure I does not include mer'-uachine (or

materiel) interactions signifying the recognition that

tools ard other equipment ipleoent human behavior. 2

In summary, human factors analysis plays an Important role in designing ney

materiel or organizational structures and also serves as a basis for changing

existing items of equipment and organizations to operate more efficiently and

effectively.

Societal Interrelationshics

In addition to all of the methods of internal change previously discussed,

the Arrqr often acts as a change avent for the larger social system of which it is

part. As Chin points out in his article, the military services provide social

improvement type functions for society.3 These functions can eith•r be a

apin-off from the Army's primary roles or as part of its ever Ohang•ng role In

support of society as a whole. Some of these functions are detailed here due to

the on-going nat1ure of the projects uhile others are discussed later in the paper

as expanding or future roles of the Arim.
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A very important societal function perf'ormed by the military as a spin-off

to its own mission is the provizion of R training base for critically nseded work

Akills. In fact, in some industries such as electronics, the military serves

as the major skill base. In many of these hard skill areas, the military

sends personnel to schools of approximately a year in duration bef.:e utiliz-

ing the man on a productive, wrench turning basis. Because these skills are

often critically needed by civilian industry, which is paying a much higher

salary, the military loses the trained technician after iis service time is

fulfilled. This constant turnover of personnel returning to civilian life

provides a school-trained, skilled work force far in exceCs of what civilian

"*Autrv could afford to train itself.

In addition to this normal tr.aining of individuals for the needs of the

=41itary., the ArnV has recentd7 initlt~ted a program railed, Tr--nritin. This

program is built around the objective that no man who honorably tompletes

military service should return to civilian fe without a marketable civilian

skill. In addition to the military occupational skill (NDS) training that

a man received for his military job, Transition offers to all , vIho have

from one to six months remaining on their tour of service the training,

education, and counteling necessary to prepare them for p;.oductive roles in

the tivilian society. This program was initiated in 1968 to provide the best

in-service traling available for individuals learing the AUW who were not

yet headed for a civilian occupation. While maximum use is mace of civilian-

related mlitary training courses and Zacilities, the AM has sought maximum

participation from private and public agencies. Additionally, coordination is

-Intained with industry and eiployment officers in an effort to insure that

job opportunities arm available for those who are trained. One of the most

active corporations is General Motors which, in late 1968, was conducting

training at approximate3y 30 sites throughout the country. One of the more

i

f
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spectaculr . cc~s~ e in the publIe agency area took place at Ft. Irwin,

O CaJiforr• i° r1, it law anforcement training course was d&signed by the Los

SAigeles Policc D..partment with instruction provided by Barstow Junior College,

Funds to support th: program were provided from the Manpower Development and

Training Act. The first class graduated 39 new police officers wio went to

various police departments across the ration.

A third trainintg program which has societal impact was initiated by the

Department of Defense in October 1966 and is known as Project 1O0,000. This

program was designed to give men previously disqualified from military service

an opportunity to serve as ful3y satisfactory military personnel. Prior to

October 1966, approximately one-third of the nation's draft-age youth were

rejected for military service because of plysical or mental standards. This

resulted in 600,000 rejections a year w5th app-roimately one-half of them

failing due to educational deficiencies. Under this prograza the military

.services accepted 100,000 young men who otherwise would have beer- rejected

because of low test scores or minor pbysical defects. During the fJrst 21 months

through June 1968, a total of 118,163 men vere accepted into the program. Of

theac, "0% were non-white and 38% were umeiiloyed. An additioal 18% earned

less than $60 per week and more than half had not completed high school. The

results of this project have been encoraging with 96% of all the personnel

entering into the service through this program succeessfully completing basic

training. In additior, most of these men are making their promotions an time.14

The above programs are designed to improve the capabilities of the

individual through remedial and special programs patterned towrd developing

potential that has been frustrated by social, economic, or edutional depr ra-

tion and to assist him in becoming effective, worthwdile soldiers and citizens

of the TkIted States.

I



A recent exampl1e of doctrine developed for the A being used as a

vehicle for change in society, is the use of ArMi medical avacuation heli-

copters and teams in support of local communities. In the San Antonio, Texas

areas the doctrine and equipment which has proved so effective in saving

countless battlefield casualities in Vietnam is now being applied to assist

in evacuation of seriously injured automobile accident victims- While ihis

is seemingly a change which is highly beneficial to the society as a whole, there

is opposition to the program. The private ambulance operatorb in the local

area are objecting that the Army is interfering with their livelihood by

providing this service and they cannot compete due to the high cost of operating

such an air ambulance service on a private basis. Also, there is a legal

problem as to the liability incurred by the government and the crew members

when an accident victim is moved in this manner. This is the same problem

that doctors and nurses face today in stopping to help an accident victim at

the scene of the accident. Thus, qwhat appears on the surface to be a change

which is beneficial to society may not in reality be valid in the long run.

Thi• chapter has briefly touched on various aspects of the current methods

which the Army uses for effecting internal change to its doctrine, materiel

and organizations. This brevity wis necessary in that many volumes could be

written an each of the subjects alone. Such detailed coverage is beyond the

cursory scope of this paper. The brief diacussion on societal interrelationships

was provided to illustrate how the military establishment is currently used as a

change agent fcr elements of society as a whole.
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CUR1RENT MOCIETAL FORCES CAUSING CHANGE IN THE MILITARY

In the past f.•w yc'ars, one has hardly been able to pick up a newspaper

of a puriodc-il -without seeing some reference to the great changes that are

occurring in the society of the U. S. Old value systems and traditions are

being overtu.-ned and in -heir p!icc, we have a new individualism taking place.

Recent Supreme Court decisions have plziced a new dimension ov civil rights and

justice. A rapidly changing technology and new attitudes tWiard such things as

drugs and protests are only part of the changing social environment of the U. S.

It Is currently popular to con.-ider all these changes as havIng a far-

reaching affect on the military and how it operates. Military and civilian

alike tre concerned over the affect that these changes will have on our

military establishment, At the second annual colloquium on &he American

military profession, Dr. Russell F. Weigley of Temple Universit7 stated,

"The values of the military are very much at odds with those of civilian

society, and, in one sense, the militry has ceased to be part of America

and become port of a wo.idwidt: military profession•. 1 , p. 66. This viewpoint,

however popular and widespread, leaves a great deal to be desired in explaining

what the affects of these changes have been and how the military organization

is reacting to t+hem.

To lapse into the :)sition that the military profession will withdraw into

an entity unto itself, distinct from the social forces and ideologies present
within socicty, •e~emz an oversimlif'ication. S. P. Huntington stated, wThe

m•.l.t iz 1n-rtutions of any society are shaped by two forces: a functional

3.mperztive sterming from the threats to the societyls security and a societal

imperntive arising from the social force-s ideologies, and _nstitutions

do.unarnt with-Z >.: socioty. Wi"ittry institutions which reflect OnV social
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values may be incapable of performig effectively their military function. On

the othar hand, it may be impossible to contain within soeicty military

institutions shaped purely by functional imperatives. The interaction of these

two forces is the nub of the problem of civil-military relations.02 , p. 2.

Huntington rttacks the idea that the pattern of civil-military relations evolve

from American liberal democratic values. Instead, he states that the real

prbblem before our society is to establish a pattern of civil-military relations

that will best provide for the security of the nation. Curtainly now, the U. S.

is faced with a crossroads situation. There are Lideed forces in society which

seem to be pushing the military establishment away from many of its time-honored

traditions and roles. By the same token, the military remains the primary

vehicle by which society can promilgate violence in support of the state.

Wh~ther this support be rendered within a limited or unimited concept (as

discussed below), it is obvious that these forces from society will affect the

balance of civil-military relationE.. Not only are military traditions, roles,

and practices under fire, but there is a per3istent force on the part of society

to socialize the military along civilian patterns. ActualLyq, with today's

liberal attitudes, it is often difficult to ;efend such policies as short

haircuts and some of the barracks restrictions often decreed. It seems that

the controversy over vtrther or not a man can have a bottle of *hiskey in his

wall locker is trivial when looked at against the problem of a fighting force

so atune to social iwaendos, that it develop- all the fractionalization. compromise,

and waste of our political system today. Huntington stated that, in a liberal

society, the pover of the Militasy will detract from its professioa~lism-that

society must endure some political power in the hands of the military if national

security is to be maintained during periods of threat, "Unless a nev balance is

*-csted, the continued disruption of American civil-nilitary relatio s cannot help

but impair the caliber of military professionalism in the future. A political
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officer corps, rcnt with faction, subordinated to ulterior ends, lacking

t prestie.2 but ::cnsitive to the appeals of popularity, would endanger the

security of the.Ž state. A strong, integrated highly professional officer corps,

on the other hind, irnme to politics and respected for its military character,

would be a stea(dying balance wheel in the conduct of policy."2, p.

Here now we have the basic contradiction. Society in current times

requires that the military be atune to changes in the civilian component of

society and that it adapt to these changes. At the same time, society demands

that the military continue in its role of a legitimate source of violence,

and the caretaker of national security for that society. Here, then, we
•rrive at the crux of this paper. Society and the military must define an

equilibrium point between the two positionvs. Much has been said and will

continue to be said about the problems of civil rights, military, justice, racial

equality, drugs, individualism, the draft, and a host of others prevalent in

the military establishment today. Most of the literature agrees that changes

need to be made either by the military or by society. A question then evolves:

If the military doen adapt to our cha -ing mores, will the present structure

and system still be able to function wvthin the objectives prescribed by

society? This section will not attempt to review ail the pro and con arguments.

•vtt follows is merely a sampling of the ;idely conflicting "4ews of each of

the most common issues. In this way, perhaps it will be seen that society

must give as well as take; must compromise on some of its ideals if we are to

maintain an adequate military organization.

Liited vs. Unlimited

Clausewitz, as the preeminent military thicker of Western society, defined

the essence of war in Vom Kricre in 1831. "War is thus an act of fcrre to compel

our adversary to do our wil!.s 2 , p. 56. 'jere he stresses the use of force

without limit; that war tends to become absolute unless-inhibited by a policy
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to which it I. subordinate. He held that v.r is never an isoltatod act and

is Faways subordinate to external political ends. "In this way the whole

field of war ceases to be subject to the strict law of forces pushed to the

extrcme." 2 , p. 57. This concept of war is theoretical in today's vorld si-ne

"absolute war" would result in mutual annihilation. Instead, we have the

situation where battle and bloodshed can in fact be avoid62 or controlled

at a given level. Such is the concept of the limited war to ,chieve specific

political goals. With the evolntion of limited war, the problem becomes

sociological in that change must occur in the military crg*nization as it

adopts to the unique mission assigned. Janowitz labels this the "constabulatory

concept." "The military establishment becomes a constabulatory "is

Iicontinuously prepared to act, committed to the minimum use of force, and seeks

viable international relations rather than victory because it has incorporated

a protective military posture.*3 , p. 418. This concept is designed to facili-

tate creative inmovation in military organization and doctrine. Since 1960,

the U. S. has relied on a policy of flexibility and modification to meet and

resolve a crisis short cf general war.

This concept of limited war creates a sociological problem in itself.

'Whev the U. S. is cast in the role of supporting world order, of supporting

anti-Coummist government and viable economics in underdeveloped countries far

from its shores, and when the clear and present danger to American society is

far from obvious, the lag in enthusiasm for the sacrifices entailed is pro-

nounced.' "Developing enthusiasm for such tasks among soldiers, some of whom

were reiuctantly inducted in the first place, provides a substantial and con-

tinuous challenge in the face of public or outrighit opposition to the conflict

from many people.' 4 , p. 34. If the threat to a social organization is distanu

and not perceived as clear and urgent, then group solidarity toward cli=-ination

of the threat wili not be strong. Patriotism and support for national purposes



,iors not docvlop -uff'ieiently to provide the group cohesion nacessry7 in anyL~ndlitury organization. In short, the very conczpt of limited war in itself will

"4nh1't th• n-tion- lisdi th-at 1is desired in thc• roci- Li-ticn of mdlitqry recruits.

"Limited warfare implies thWtt the survival of the society is not imediately

threatene 1, and accordingly, only a fraction of the available resources. including

men, must be committed. Yet ideals zust be formulated for which some few men will

be willing to make a total sacrifice. With the manpower pool supporting the

conflict far exceeding the demand for replacements there are relatively fewer who

must bear the battle, and correspondingly less motivatlional support from the larger

sowiety.'15 , p. 221. If change is necessary, what direct-on should it take?

Perhaps a clue lIes in what Shils called "A set of generalized moral prediz-Oosi-

tions or sense of obligation . . . . Lang states that "If this condition

(Shils) is met, primary-group cohes'ion can be expected to support behavior

directed toward formally prescribea tvals, even when this exposes members of

the group to danger and constitutes a threat to its integrity." 6 , p. 872.

Stouffer 7 presented data showing that World War II received very little verbal

support from American soldiers -nd that only a small fraction of the men actually

thought that the war was worth fighting. "Shils argued that the tacit patriotisa

of soldiers in the form of broad commumal loyalties promoted a generalized readi-

ness to accept commands even under dangerous conditions." 6 , p. 872. This

experience was extensively tested by Sobel (1947) and especially of interest,

was his study of the reactions of sergc ants with records of outstanding perform-

ance in over 180 days of corbat. They eveutuall.- became incapacitated despite

a strcnZ conscious motivatioi, to carry on. The first motivational support to

give way wa-c the individual's commitment to ideological gcals. After that,

short term goals of a break or respite became predominant. When these went

unfulfilled, hope disappeared and self ideals of manliness and soldierly conduc,
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became undermined. The last defense against anxiety was the primary g"oup.

Breakdown came when the group dissapatcd. Dr. R. W. Little further stuted

that under prolonged external stress, the deviate or isolate does not emerge

reaching for his own survival. Instead, "The group rcsponse is the persis-

tence and emergence of two person systeus as the minimum social Units of

interaction which make possible the survival of the functional group and

-Its ability to operate at at least a minoimum 1e. l." 8 , D. 24.

With this in mind, how then can the much lauded high Morale of fighting

units in Vietnam be explained? The tool has been a straight, ncross-the-board,

one year rotation system. It is argued, and reasonably so, that even though

the rotation system prevents extended primary rel-ationships from developing,

the intrinsic knowledge of certain relief makes the laak of national purpose

and support bearable. Even combat units who have sptnt relatively prolonged

periods in the jungle and have suffered near4 complete turnovers of men due

to casualties fail to become ineffective. Perhaps the practice of rotation and

succession. is a more effective tool for use in maintaining effectiveness in the

face of change than is preservation of the primary group. Grusky, in his

enirical study, stated: Thus it appears that in the military, bureaucratic

forms of rotation, regardless of the organizational objectives they serve,

weaken personal executive power and encourage the development of a genural

orientation toward organizational authority." 9 #, p. 108.

Mich has been written and said of late about the r. iw individualism and

personal freedom becoming doWinant in our socicty. These trer.nI seem to run

laterally through our societal structure at the level of the young, maturing

adult. Since this age group makes the largest manpower contribution to our

military force, then certainly their value systems must be considered by

military leaders in the lesign of military organizations and environments.
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"Consider the following:

9'The ThNoplet are in--Heroe,; are out.Btttri~I-Gu areo are
Lowv Is in--oney is out.
Butter i-, in--Guns are out.
Art is ir--Athletics- :are out1.1
'Peace'Iis an'',r re out.

'uL; i•n--Pompo-sity is out.
Doing you thin•r,, is in--'Hard work, is good for you' is out.
Participatior is in--Orders are out,
Challenging authority is in--Autornat.1c respect for authority is out,
-ýkepticism is in--Gung Ho attitudes+•, axe out.030, p. 22,8.

Yes, these are overstatement-s, but they do indicate some of the societal

foirces apparent in the U. S. today. It is also true that t~hese trends are not

restricted to the young. They villp and have., spread to the other segments of

our society to• varying degrees.

14Dskos!I points out that the image and style of life of the enlisted man

has been distinctive in each of four periods of conflict: World War 11, Korean

War., Cold War of 1955-60, and Vietnam War. Although the military establishment

has usua!3y responded with changes whichs to some extents transformed traditional

military a~ttitudes imd duties$, enlisted Wle has retained those characteristics

which set it apart from civilian lifes i.e., level of Ma not cowxns~urte with

autharity, responsibility., and/or rank.

Uhat then v.w'Ll be the react-ion of the militpar to this recent wave of

individualism? The answers are conflicting and often reek of 8rave fears of

the resmits of _- loss of disciplinie. However, sowe. changes have already

occurred. Take the case of the military haircut. For yearss the military has

decreed a closely cropped hair style for its ma~bers, ranging from medium for

sen~or members to ne.-3 r n-! for recruits. 'the emergence of a current fashion

for long "airs sidebtuns, and mustaches caused much soulI searching on the part

of permissively-orientel leaders. What in the accepta•ble limit became the

question of the dny? The Afro style even further complicate.l things. Instead

S-.• of simply mandat"'ng -. *close cut* for all, unit, co~manders and M.0's had to

evaliuate each ea-se zý7parateljv. One commander found that once he pemtted hair

to be longer thoui the txaditional styles the mea soon ýaveloped a relmrtance to
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wear their caps--either because it messed the haie, or looke-ý. foolish resting

9 precariously above a formidable Afro pomp. Finally, after nuch consternation,

an official formal change was made which may or may not be an acceptable

compromise. MThe Army does not describe or distinguish among stylez of

haircuts. There are a wide variety of hair styles that if mrintained in a

neat manner are acceptable. The determination of hMir style i not .- determina-

tion of command."1 2, p. 1. However, in the same breath, the Ary set a minimum

and maximum length of 1 inch and 3 inches. Here we havc formal concession to

change but still constrained within the perceived goals of the orgnaization,

namely, maintenance of scme measure of uniformity.

The problem lies in that not all che situations can be so readily

resolved. Controversy does exist as to just how far the military shoului go In

recognizing this individualism. The overriding objection is the very valid

point tLiat permissiveness may result in a loss of discipline. Since discipline

has always been the -nique feature of a military organization that developed

high levels of integratior--the ability to maintain organizational structure

und r prolonged stress-theo a relaxation of this discipline could easily

result in imit disintegration during conflict.

At one end of the zontinuum are those who insist that the military

"doggedly persists in maintaining some obsolete trappings of the past."

Col. S. Q. Lapias states; "If the U. %. Arv does not alter some of its hoary

traditions, it is going to face up to some of the more drastic forms of social

umrest plaguing the civilian community." 1 3 , p. 44. It is true enough that many

Amy practices "bug the hell" out of the men who make up the ranks and are looked

Son as archaic and harrassing. Among these are the traditional uniformity

and the cold tarkness of the barracks. UWI not a dormitory ltmosphere where

a man can live uneisturbed a-1 enjoy some measure of yrivacy? Also high on the

lict are the hourc rules" much as bed checks, restrictions on liquor, and

restric'lve pass policies.

I!
I!
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At th.2 oth-r n° of the continuL- we have the vt•y valid argument that

9conotxit ý 1eirli " cquired for -•!I facets of the solders li in order

thitt he will rclpon` to ea'VIInd whea the gobig gets rough. To some, this

argument iz -o itrong that the new permissivnness becomes completely unfcasible

and ridiculous, a•nd consequently, the subject of considerable 'utmor. 3aid the new

Willie an,- Joc- in n recent satire, "Bedcheck, Sturday morning inspection and

all that crap is gone, rran. Yeah, we built a new Army in tune with the times.

We can even wear colorcd neckties. Now all we need is to organize some sit-down

sxrikes to get the uniform abolished, or at least get some clothes that

reflect individuality. That's us, individualism. And who means 'rugged

incividualism' because we ain't rugged anymore. We're Just individual."
But aside from the humor, the matter is of dire concern to many. General

Bruce C. Clarke (Ret.) was particularly concerned at a recent symposium when

he replied to Dr. R. Little's likening of the military to General 14ters Corp.

9"When General %btors makes a mistake you don't bury anybody, Let's not equate

a cop-ony commander leading troops aginst yonder ! -_n Vl*-fim with a

Chevrolet salesman. The problem's not the same."!4, p. 67. "Jell, most people

tend to agrap with Genr Clarke. The disagreement comes in when it is proposed

that under les-. than a wartime sitiation, the U. •. soldier should be allowed

to live under the same rules as his civilian counternart•, The matter at hand

then becomes whether or not the force can in fact transform itself into a

uiiform, responsive tool of war when the need arinns. The predominvnt fecling

is - feax of loss of control when it is ro-t needed by military leaders.

Obviously, the stundards of diacipline are going to change and evolve into

some new form. There exists in even greater fear that this cvolution will be

haplr zard nd : t the whim of a = dinformed and misguided public. What w61il be

'he compromisu? A legical outcome wa-s put forth reluctant•y by S. 0. Aquarius,

an anonymouzs %uthor in "Army" magazine. "It may be that what w, require today
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is -n 'operational di~cipline'., that is, obedience .and a high order of d ipil i

primarily during the battle or during the campaign. Perhaps the emphasis

on the historical military courtesies, on ;appearance, and on obedience is mis-

p.laced. Most commnders, however, will insist that this is aot truc, that soldiers

will do in battle what they have been taught an' required to do in training." 1 5 ,

p. 27.

Many unit commander- today express the feeling of "I'm damned if I do and

damied if I don't." Take the recent case of the 27 soldier3 who, while in the

stockade for a variaty of offenses, mainly M'L and desertion, sat themselves

down in a circle and refused to obey a repeated order to cease and desist and

report to their designated places for work. They refused in protest of the

death of a prisoner who had recently been shot and killed while- attempting to

escape. The commander of the base preferred charges of autiny against the men

under the Uniform Code of I'flitazr Justice. His action was proper in every

legal sense of the word. However, the public outcry was loud against the action

L taken. Mhch of the -o.'mcntary held that the soldiers were just "misguided

youth" and "mixeC up" and that the charge was much too severe. This sympathy

goes back to the deep rooted fear on the part of the citizenry of the extensive

.n1 y prerogatives of the commander in the field in administering military

justice. All this adds to the contradiction a commander rast face when he acts

as both leader and magistrate of a unit. Here ve have 27 men who blatantly

refused to obey a reasonable order, and were cýarge," by a commander who was

legally and mrally (in the military) correct in doing so. Of the 27 soldiers,

22 wera found guilty of mutiny: one of a lesser charge of willful disobe( ience,

and one of failure to obey a lawful order. The other three :re still absent

Aithout leave. The sentences variel from a dizshonorable discharge and 16

years confinement to a dishonorable discharge and 3 months cou.1inement. All

4sentences were reduced to 2 years confinement within 1.8 hours of the napprovntl

j by the convening authority.
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Th• iu h.. , is not to Judze the severity of tie chargc or the sentenee

but to 6±2tingu•oh th" tr.,roltioi i- society hao madc toward permissive military

juris-prudunco. 'xo ronablQ - t.ary man tcry wau,,, ';-sider the disciplinary

practices of n %;ntury sig • .--- 'iat .. ,'r&. 2•.I. hnts such as flogging,

drumming out, :and e rtx-': .cution are v thing of ",'n past. There is no

national crises o. -, o t, merit sev,-ity -nd ;,h i-..or•Ž, the social structure

of the Arn-,; community iz.:t ,znLingo a ,.e.

Herein lies tr.? prolJ'cmi. 14 f- shion: , to C-?\ 3ivilian Lores and

standards to the ;i as. <ffort to +, ••,-n L. -,o: .:-.eding military otructurc.

The miitiar Is in n open .; nnd is --ensitiw, to the demanOs of

its sponsor- .avricua zo0.etj,. ;Ro one .- '- e- ,.-At 'he U. S. military has

wiflingly accepted it' M L[sion and done its test to .-Iach the assigned objective,

whcther or not It v q J ac'.ord Vikt., the j ;cision. The pr-cblem now is that

mil'lry or to -v tnll levcl, e f,,d .ng it difficult to maintnin

nome so 2aac, o .i1.tur ie-ri.: :rad still remain ithin the new emerging

.ý,ocitVA stanridr.s. Along ".rlth these standardso the military must cope with

th-a saie forces tht a -- causing such consternation in our country these days.

Dissent is now in fashion. Race we'n.-tioas are causing disharmony in all social

ainizt~ons. Thc popvlazlti of drug usage w-:a its questionable legality is

causinig numerous problems. Civil rights have t.ker on new impetus.

PpxicipativLs •enaM~t in the I.ilitar-

One viewpoint to t•ke is that the military leadership can largely cope

with these ch,.:oie:, b empha',!Ting trcial sensiti'i.ty to the needs and norms

of supordinates. Th t prticipative approach has received considerable spport

in certain quarters and in fact, research has borne out that the human relations,

zerszusivc, equalitarian-orier~ed leadership style has positive effects on

subordinates. Tha results ,;f these tests have shown lower AWOL rates, fever
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hostile reactions, fewer disciplinary infractions, and higher reenlistmcnt

rates. (Capboll., 1953; Harmqvist, 1960; Spector, 1960; Yeda31a & Mifler, 1955;

Selvin, 1960). A1. this is just fine until you consider Adamst 1954 study which

showed that extreme equa3itarianism on the part of aircraft commanders resulted

in decreased crew efficiency. llalpin (1957) too showed that "in a military

setting consideration of subordinAtes' needs may be much more closely linked

with behavior that defines roles aid tasks for subordinates than among the

group of civilian school administrators who provided the buse for compairson."16

So ther., the controversy rages oa. it is pretty obvious that when it is time to

assault a fortified position, a vote on the issue would be out of place.

Dr. R. W. Little brings up the point that as the legitimacy of collective

protest such as strikes and riots and mutinies emerges, there will be a forced

change on the management style of the military. He goes so far to foreca.A that

the military would soon have to tolerate sone form of collective protest. His

argument is the familiar one that less than 10 percent of thr troops in a combat

situation are under fire and that it is "utterky ridiculous3 to say that protests

cannot be tolerated and that rigid discipline is nccned in rear areas. . visLio

of the development of a collective bargaining organization in the military tends

to stagger the imagination of most military officers. The feasibility cf anich

an organization would be a stuxdy -in itcel 1 but it certainly can be said here

that any change in thnt direction would cause far rer ' "ng changes in present

military procedures and doctrine.

There have been some distinct efforts in the direction of inctilling someI amount of part!cipative procedures in the stateside military organization. Re-

cently, at Ft. Carson, Colo.* there was established a base wide Junior Enlisted

Ien's Council (JElL) for the purpose or improving conmunication between r nlisted

mens grades E-5 and below9 and the post commander, The overall objectives !.

I addition to improved communications, are "to recommend changes in procedures,
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techniques and policis which wvorm improve -..,nditions for the junior enlisted

men, and to provide a means for airing compJaints and suggestions from the enlisted

men to the unit co'.nzjcr. 7 p. 37. Thesc councils have arisen only out of

the initiative and interest of concerned enlisted men and encouragement from

their commanders, There has been no of.icial policy published on this procedure.

However, officially and Ari i wide, thre has been proalganted *The Field

Comnrd Junior Officer' s Council (JOC) at sepazate posts, camps, and stations

throughout the Arr. These groups ape to represent the jimior officer, as a

body, in maklng nugeestixis, reconmendations, and otherwise providing a channel

of official comnmmication to the top commander. The success of this tpe of
participation is qestionable, but does offer a fruitful area for rcsearch, A

quick analysis would readily indicate that these councils bave nc real power

in and of themselves. The policy formulating procedures ra-mzin unc¢anged

within the basic organization and the council usually becomes ineffective as an

Influence on unit policy.

The very initiation of such groups tends to imply a breakown in the

channels of commuiction normally open to those levels of '.he organization.

Certainly displayed is a trend in the younger members of the military to demand

A mors democratic process and at least some inflmence in the decisions that

affect-their daily lves.

he MUi=t• j aste 3rstem

The classical military officer-enlisted relationship has its roots deep

in thf history of aristocracy. A- the vestiges of aristocratic power, wealth,

and influence were stripped away by society during the 19th end 20th centuries,

the more -affluent members sought to prolong their position of superlority by

membership in the officer corps. Traditional•, the officer corps was manned

by not only the educated and wealthy, but by thlse whose credentials inctlued

,o-nalled lineage and aristocratic breedcLg.
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As the demands for military ptwder grevi in the ear3y 20th centurjr, the

9officer corps was, of necessity, opened to those of less wealth but approprite

leadership and education credentials. Stils, through the second World War, the

enlisted man held a second class position in the alltary caste system, largely

by virtue of his lack of education. Such positioning was accepted Vy th en-

listed ranks for the most part and In- fact, the officer was considered snot.tr

breed of person altogether.

Now, with the advent of higher education for large portions of our society

and the emphasis on speci-lized skills in technical arcas, the manpcwer pool

from ifhch enlisted personnel are drawn has undergone a considerable upbringing.

This# coupled with the fact that membersb!.p4 in the officer corps has been made

available to the less educated members of society through OCS and warrant officer

commssions., has resulted in the education gap between officer and enlisted being

less predoadnant a factor. Now it is not unusual for the high school graduate

with an OCS commission to be leading a group of men -to, for the most part, are

college educated.

Traditionalyl, soldiers av supposed to gripe. The officer-enlisted

c1avage has often been considered a healtby sitoation in the past. Often in

the past, however, society has become disillusioned with the military conditions

and aought to unarp the system. A good example of thig was the appointmynt of

the Doolittle Board after World War II which studied corplaints and criticism of

the *caste diision" between officers and enlisted men. In fact s this was a good

exanple of change in the mili.tary, since the board substantiated mwrWy of the

complaints which led to modification of several practices by the Arny. Dr. C. C.

M-kisos raises the question of whether (r not this cleavage has become even more

pronounced today and enlisted dissatisfaction even more passionate due to the

coparative levels of education. Enlistod men no longer view themselves as

-subservient and it is blatantb' obvious that officers can no longer depend on



their rank and insignia alone to generate enough power with iuhich to conduct

Sefficient leadership.

llwskos goes a step Purther and st.tos thAt the various conflicts always

present in the military, i.e., the officer-EM diviien, the lineh-staff s'para-

tion, the rear echelon and front line break, are causi..- ,rict'ons between the

levels in the heirarchy much more serious than the tr Stio ', c lanpg. He

attributes part of the problem to the fact that the military attempts to

practice true social equ-lity among its ranks, pFArt of the problem is that

aoldiers from privileged segments of American societ object not to Ue

authoritarianism of the milit-iry h- rather to its eq&ltarlanisn. Unlike

civilian lifes Which is comitted to remocratic practices in theory alsne, the

Arur has a placa in the orgvji-zation for everyone, regardless of prior social

status. It is possible for those less privileged to compeU realistically and

successfully for the rewaeds and advantages in the military qstem, paticulrly

in the lower enlisted ranks. This is what the more educated-th- more advetiaged-

soldiers resent. 'l, p. 59.

An interesting by-product of the new draft policies wich elimanated

graduate deferrmentso is that the college graduates usually do not filter dorm

to the front line combat units anyway. The ad•inistrative heirarob of the

militar in Vietnam bas become so top heavy that a great wealth of capable.

enlisted skills are needed to operate the logistical and intelligence base.

The demvands of this bureaucracy are so great that no longer can the rear echew

officer corps (lovingly called "Strappb•ngers" by the front line troops) ead a few

enlisted clerks carry the administrative load. The result is that the personnel

pipeline is irforrnaly scanned for the better educated men with which to nan the

staff and logistical functions. So then, the end result is that the less

educated troops tend to end -u in combat units in zpite of the increase in the

"overall educationa. level of the manpower input. The unique featrwe of ilis
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phenomena is that it is not at all a result of discrimination for any r;,,aon

excc-pt ability. College tr•ined enlisted men are sim3y such better equipped

to handle the increasingly techn3cal and automated logistical F.nd administrative

systems of the militiry bureaucraey.

A DeRmndinr D

These forces in society are demnmudng a shift In the baleance between

soel,0. acceptable awl unacceptable military orgenizaticnal structure and

procedures. A handy crutch that mrq academicallr mued analysts have taken

to is- the systems approach. MaT take the approach of Be•nis in contending that

bureaucracy's gradual replacement will be: t ... temporary systems of divine

specialists, linked together by coordinating and task-evalozting executive

specialists it orgnic flux.019 , p. 74. Howard Carlisle, in his study of

fm6tional organizatios, described the concept of systems theory in the popular

W sense, Obxier =h a theory the uhble is primry and the wxrts are secondar7:

all parts are interdependent so that one cannot be modified without affecting

others: and the -"ole r.pIRaents more than -a summaxti of the individual

parts.02, p. 7. These concepts of systems theory are popular and evolve as

the topic uiewver the forced change of zlitary organinations is brought ip.

Hoiever, it is not a panacea and the t nsfIguration of the military arganiza-

-tion to an integeated system is a long vwa from reality. Furthermores the

system• approach seems to ignore ,me of the priwry forces of char•g that the

hefrarchical military structure of today aust contend with; that is, responsiveness

to the needs of the individual. Granted, the militasy is an extremely structured

and heirarchical system but at the sme time, its responsiveness to tbe desires

of society have caused it to lead-the voy In such matters as equal rights and

privileges for all. It has evan gme so far as to define the latutudes of

dissent to be permitted in the U. S. Armed Forces. In fact, Cong-ess zxPressed
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Conce~rn that the Depx-rtment of Defense had gone too far in the allowance of

dissent. (Actually, the gued~ltnes were a boon to-local, comanders, because

now for the first tim- thy iti n Limit beyond widch they could take action

to curtnil further activities. Previously, conspiracy groups had been able

to capitalize en the confusion that arose fcr local coanders bhen they

attempted to defile their authority as to control of dissent activities.)

So therefore, it can easi4 be seen that the military has gone a long way

toward adapting to change within the confines of its om structure and

legal Uif-.t%.

The people of the U. S. must not permit these change forces to so change -

the Bnll, -U7 so as to render it Ineffevtive as a fighting force. Vietnam

offers a classic exai~le of what a -maalj disciplined force can do agiinst

a formidable, well-trained amn equipped ArV.

!ou c•nnot bv effectiveness and all the equipment and arw in the vorld

*will, not make a loosely defined, rndisciplined O'bach into an organization

that will respond with the w'rapid, devastatlng force the U. S. likes to think

of having at its dispoa

General Nheeler, in an interview described in U. S. News and World Report,

April 20, 1970, stated that he was convinced that much of the conflict over the

military today has arisen from a hostility created by forces dedicated to the

weakening of the armed forces of the U. S. Whether or not there is a conspiracy

afoot to undermine our mLlita=7 effectivenes3 is not really the issue at hand.

The U. S. military will respond to society's wishes and society will get "what

it p.ys for.9 The problem is that society continues to demand compromise with

all these forces at loose concurrent irth effeclveness as an Instrument of

violence (whether active or aa a deierent). In a recent article in Look

magazIne, a comander of an armored caval1r regijent on the eastern Germin

border was de-cribed as being coMiletel overthelmed by race relation problems.
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Within his mit., black groups were IMzosing the same strife and conflict that

is being manifest in civilian organizations today. His actions In-response

to the demands of the black groups have been fair and seeivingly well considered

as described. Obvious]y,, he is not going to -wke everyone happy. The sad thing

is that'he must even try to. T"h military is not desgned for the purpose of

giving all Its participants a meaningful and satisy•ing existence on earth.

This cominander, like most others, must spend most of his time dealing with social

problems that are usually created only to disrupt. !Ahat extraordiuary leadership

he-w-_ll have displayed if he.can take hUs strife-ridden organization and respond

to an external threat quickly and decisive3y when the time comes to do so.

The question has been posed: 1w should the military best respond to these

forces of-change in order to reestablish equilibriu• both within itself and

between itself and civilian ociety? The most popular answer to be put forth

seems- to be some sort of change of leadership behaviors and styles to adopt

to the new situatimsz Certainly, leadership will have to change if a new

Man qulbriw is going to evolve. These changes are discussed later :i

this paper but are certainly not going to be presented as the final answer to

our current state of Tia.

If the mIlitarz is going to truly react only as a tool of societys desires,

then society must regard it in a more rational manner and less as a scapegoat in

every emotional crisis that erupts. The use of drugs is a problem in Vietnam

and will ccntim to be -to. In fact, it is a tibate to the ealiber of the

young Americen over there that the problem is not worse than it is, AL-ýijuana

is easi•y available and the price is within every G. I.'s means, NWhum I asked

evvery new assigee to tV unit if I. had ever tried marijuana, the answer was yes

more. often than not. Here the youth are free to experiment with and use drugs

as civillms, %gazines report that at currsat rock restivals throughout the

V. S. *Grass* is sold by vendors soliciting throughout the crowd. Laws



prohibiting drugs are as ineffective in the miitary -aI they aýc in our

civilian communities. The requirements to make a search legal and subsequent

charges binding arc so restrictive, the-r convictions for the use, possession,

,r sale of mariju=na are increasingly hard to obtain-just as hard as they

are for our civilian police who do that sort of thing on a full-time basis.

Wl then is there such shock expressed by our citizens when they hear that

drugs are used by our soldiers in Vietnam? The. answer lies on both sides of

the fence. Both society and the military mist respcalize within its

members the purposes of having an armed force in the first place. Once that

definition again becces clear to both, then we can start rebuilding our

organization to maximize both efficiency and satifaction of participants.

[I
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OHAPTFI V

4 MISSIONS OF THE ARMY

In order to study change as it applies to the missions and functions of the

military institution, it is important to understand correctly the functions it iU

assigned under the Constitution and by the Congress of the United States. Am

explicit statement of these functions as taken from the proper legal documents

should leave no room for misunderstanding or misinterpr-tation.

General mbtiongs

Army Regulation 10-1, Meadqvartrs Depax tment of the Arvq, Washington#

D. C., 5 April 1968, and Ari Regulation 10-5 Headquarters, Department of the

ArrW, Washington,, D. C., 31 JuY -1968, proviie the current speciric objectives

and functions of the Department of Defense and the Department of the Armv

,respectively.
Based on the authority of the Constitution, the Congress aracted 'he

National Security Act of 1947 which sets forth the objectives mad functions of

both the Departments of Defense and ArnV. These basic objectives are as follows:

Function of the Departmen, of Defense

As presibei4d by the Congress, the Department-of Defense shall

waintain mad employ armed forces;

1. To support and defend the Conatitstion of the United States
against all enemies, foreign and domestic.

2. To ensure, by timely and effective military action, the
security of the United Statezz its possessions, and areas
vital to its interest.

3. To iphold and advance the national policles and interests
of the United States.

T. To safeguard the Internal security of the United States.

Functions of the Department of the ArnV

The Department of the Arrq' is responsible for the preparation of land

forcss necessary for the effective prosecýion of war ex-ept as
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OthknIvW.I:v a=igned widt in accordance with integrated moTlbiatilon

plans, for the expansion of the peacetime components of the Armr to

meet the necds of war.

The Arim, within the Department of the Arn•, includes land

combnt and service forces and such aviation and water transport as

may be organic ther-in.

1. Primary Functions of the ArnW

a. To organize, train$ and equip Ar•i forces -for the conduct

of prompt and sustained combat operations n. land- -

specifically, forces to defeat enea land forces and to seize#

occupy, and defend -land areas.

b. To-organize, train and equip Arm air defense units# Including

the -provisloi of Arn forces as required for the defense of the

MUited States against air attack, in accordance vith doctrines

established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

c,. To organize and equip, in coordination with the otheServices

and to provi& ArW forces for joint amphibious and airborne

operations, and to provide for the training of such forces, in

accordance with doctrines established by the Joint Chiefs of

(1) To develop, In coordination vith the other Services,

doctrines, tactics, tecnidques, and equipment of

t:bjerest to the Arqy for aMhibious operations and

net already provided for by NaVI and )arne Corps

force--,

(2) To develop, in coordination with the other Serviccs,

"the d>zcriness procedures, and eqidpment employed by

AM• and lrlrne forces in airborne operations. The

-' -
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Arm shall have prri-nv interest in the development

of those airborne doctripes, procedures, and equipment

which are of comion interest to the ArW and the

Marine Corps.

:d. To provide an organization capable of furnishing adequates,

timely, and reliable intelligence for the Army.

e. To provide force . for the occupatious of territories

abroad, to inclde initial establishment of military

government pending transfer of this responsibility to

other avthority.

f. To formulate doctrines and prc, edures for the organizing,

equiping, training# and e1Iployment of forces operating on

lando except t*at the training, and employment of marine

corps •imts for saphibious operations shall be a function

of the Department of the Navy.

g. To conduct the following activities:

(1) The administration and operation of the Panama Canal.

(2) The authorized civil works program, including projects

for i~roveunt of navigation, flood control, beach

erosion controls and other water resource developments

in the United States, its territories, and it;

possessions.

(3) Certain otier civil activities prescribed bv law.

2. Collateral Functions of theAray

To train forces:

-a. to interdict enez7 sea and air power and commications

through operations on or from land.
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Civil DistWbances

The civil activities prescribed by law as mentioned above are those

necessary for the Department of D.fense to fulfill Its functions of safe-

F .iarding the internal security of the United States. Specifically, the

Constitution and Congressional legislation have provided for governmental

intervention with federal military forces in cases of domestic violence,

disaster, or for other specific purposes.

Other than for major disasters or civil defense purposes, thez are three

general auf1rizations for the use of federal forces by the President for

protection of the Internal security of the coumtry. These three authorizatiors

and a short description of each are as follovs: 1

I. To Aid a State at Request of That State. Section 4, Article IV, of

the Constitutior iakes it the'duty of the federal government at the

request of the'legislýture of any state (or of the governor lk the

legislature cannot be convened) to protect a state against domestic

violence. Congress has authorized the President to intervene with

federal military forces for tV• purpose (10 U.S.C. o31).

2. To Enforce the -tu. of the United States. Section 3, Article .i.,'o -

-the Constitution maltes it the dutty of the President to see thathe

lays of the United States are faithfuly executed. 'Whenever, in the

Judgment of the President, it is Inpr.cticible by reason of vmnavfu!

abstrtions, corbinations, assemblages of persons, or rebellion to

enforce the laws of the United States within any st.ate or territory

by the ordinary course of hudlcial proceedings, he is authorized by
SCongress 'o intervene with such federal military force as he deems

necessarv for such enforcement (10 U.S.c. 332).

3. To Protect the Ciril Rights of Citizens Within a State. The Fourteenth

Amendment to the Constitution forbids ary state to deny the equal

protection of the l¶ews to any person within its Jurisdiction. In
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implementation of this provision', ongress has provided that
"I • whenever insurrection, domestic violence, unlawful combinations,

or conspiracies in any state so obstruct or hinder the execut.P'n

of the laws of that stat,' and of the Uniteti States, as to denrive

any of the people of that state of rights, privileges, immmities,

or pro'ections named in the Constitution and secured by law, and

the constituted authorities of V t state are unable, fail, or

refuse to provide such protection, it will b- deemed a denial by

that state of the equal protection of the laws. Thereupon, the

Presiderit shall take such measures, by intervention with federal

-military forces or by any other means, as he deem necessary to

supress such disturbances (10 U.S.C. 333).

One legitimate function of the mdlitary is to engage in several types of

warfare to protect the coumtry from foreign enem.ies. This role of the

military is an accepted one and has not. been subject to much change over time.

Another of the legal3y legitimate roles of the military has been to protect the

coumtr7 frcm dowestt eneries and i•-feguard the internal security. However,

the legitimaty of this irtant role has been Increaing~ y questioned,

especial•y by minorily grcmps that have been the cause for military action to

control their activities. Whether or not this questioning ef the use of

military force to protect the internal security of the ccmtry is part of the

* evolutionary process of change toward improvement or Is a part of a more

dangerous path toward deca and revolution cannot yet be answered. is the

country experiencing a process of change that will-require the military insti-

jttion to adjust to minority forces in the environment? If so, why vould this

hapen?

2One critical element In the change process identified by almost a-l1

authors on the subject is that of comumications between the change agent and
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the cllent system. Could i t be then that technological improvement in

commmications havc, allow .... this on3 element in the change process to over

shadow all the others? 'Will those change agents that control the eomm~mica-

tions channels really have control of the future shape of the government and

especially the militiry institution?

Precedent alone does not justify any single action. All events, be they

riots or peace marches must be judged in context. But while precedent alone

does not justify, it .oes help to place events in perspective and remove

some of the Irrational and emotional trasha Since the use of military to

control civil disorders Is now umder question, let's take a quick look at the

history of this country in this regard.

In 1786, while the country was stifl only loosely comfederated under the

Articles of Confederation, federal troops were used to counter ShAys aRebellion.

This rebellion concerned Ihe debt laws of Nhssacbsetts, and before it vas

S put down by General Lincoln and 4,000 soldiers, mch blood was shed.

One of the first crises that President Ceorge Waaiungtmn faced V•s the

Ubiskey Rebellion of 194. This rebellion vas we•d by farmes Over a newly

Imposed excise tax on uhiskey. Alexander Hamiltons, acting both as Cmnder-

of the ArW and Secretary of the Treasorert lead the fedemlisad miUtia of

four states to quiet the uprising.

In 1857, the mrmons, iio had settled near Salt lake City continued to

defy the government and disobey tbd laws ot the land. Two Infantry tegdments

and two batteries of artillery were used to warch against the Thr ,s to st~bdue

tbem.

The Pullmn strike in Chicago in 1891 eve1u.al3l caused Prasident Grover

Cleveland to use federal trcops to protect the mall and to restore order.

One A&W historiai, in this period observed that, in this connection it should

be notd that the scldiers were used between 1886 and 189. in 3W8 different

civil troubles extending through 49 states and territorles.02
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In 1932 President Franklin Roosevelt assignmi the Arnr the very •mplensant

duty of evicting the Bonus Marchers that had decended on the city of Washington,

D. C., during this depression year. The Chief of Staf of the Arir, General

Douglas MacArthur pr ly Iced the troops to ensure that no blood was shed.

History then,, does provide a precedent for_ the use of military force to

t quiet civil disorder and protect the internal security of the country. But

S~the question remains--Are the new social pr'esm-Les, that seek ro improve society,,
based on r the does ofithe m alptare institution, really a ibange toward

- hqrovement?

Ghandw th Modesj of Ste l
How do the fumctions of the Arrj changel What process of change agent,,

client system analogy could be applied to this situation? First, :it iut be

exlalned that the four specific functions of the Depertment of Defense, as

F. iset out above, are only general objectives, and real meaning can be applied

--I to them only when they are fleshed out with specific national objectives.

It is prcbably sate to say that these four general f.mctions AI31 remain the

2 same for many decades to come and the things that will change are the

Ispecific national objectives.

Polieies, or•g•izatiomal structure, technological goals, manpower

objectives and materiel procurement objectives for the Department of Defeanse

"are all determined based on specific national objectives which are translated

I into defense policy. For example, the need for the 3entinel, Anti BallisticI
Alassile system was first put forth as a result of a national objective of

defending the =o=Utry frdm a possible nuclear m3asile attack from China.

-, How Are these netional policies decided? In answering this que.tion,

about the only elemnt that is clear, is that there are no real clear cut

- lines of a change agent, client iystem type relationship. One importf-nt

governmental body that does decide a rnmber of important national policy questions
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t ii -liont -- curity Council (•V2-). Ths council is composed of the

p.* .i'lt, .... vc•-r•.m;m, the :ecrcttrioes or st--te anc! derunge anc the
'Ifotor o"f t- Cq'i5c_ or Civil ans D3fe�N:,�b.�! iz" tion. A'1 hoc members of

th• colunci! inci th ,ecr ta-y of the trcasury, the chairmin of the

ý.tomi-e T',hnrg Co,=,;:-lon, an'i the directors of the National Aerona-utics and

'pace gency, "-nd the1 U. rm rs Control and Disarnament Agency. Thi.- body,

excluding the impor.tant -inluence of the Congress, makes the decisions on

major national objectives. The Fisraident, who has veto power ove" the NSC,

then directs the implementation of these policies through the various executive

branches of the government. In a crude sense then, the NSC -could ba accorded

the role of change agent for It is their responsibility to scan the environment

for problem areas aid to correctly interpret any environmental pressures

calling for change. In this scheme, forces calling for change can originat-

direct3y from the environment, as for examole when citizen grops call for a

chnxge, or forces can be generated Internally as when the Departaemt off States,

for example, reeomnends some new policy change. Congressional forces for change

are most relevant to the roles and functioms of the ArW,' but have be-A

excluded -from this scheme only because their influence is uisuafly felt most

directly through the budgeting and appropriations process.

This then, is one aheme for looking at how the fImctivns and roles of the

Arny might be changed. Others might consider the NSE and the Department of

Defense. combined as the client system and the gener al public, with its many

factionss, as the change agent. !1Owever, this approach would seem to lack the

direction and guidance normalb' accorded the role of the change agent.

Future Roles ,nd nssions of" the M1.Itar

What are some of the possible future roles of the ArW? As has alresly

been outlined earlier in this paper, Projects 100,000 and Transition are two
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AJill depenf upon future policy guidance of the, NSC and the ?i-csident, and mo:t,

especially on how the military interprets the forces for change coming from the

environment. Secondary minssons of this rature will only be assumed by the

.military as ways and means of achieving the primary mi1W.r objective of

"be.rg able to function us an Army and defend thu country in time of crises.

It is clear that in time of war, society woule not require the rnalitary to

perform a secondary mission of this nature.

Two other inportant and significant future roles of the military arte

the military assistance program and the use of the mlliiary to police arms

control and disarmament treaties or agreements. Both of these roles are good

examples of the use of some of the cemcepts of change. In the military

assistance and advi~ory pregran a growing body ofi knowledge on the process of

cross-cultural 4hange 4s developing. And the field of arms control offers an

excellent analogy of the change agent, client syei-em protess of developing

new role-.

t4AGlflsi.m and Cuss_-Ci=ir Cbw6-

1.1 mi3itury assistanee program ka a direct Imlewentation of the national

policy A*ectives of checking the spread of con•.zsm and protiding free

world gem-ments with the means of defending themselves against comudist

zaggression. Tt&s program seeks to provid v !ree world govermentsl, at thcir

request, the alitar" hardware and the advisory ussistaece rtcressary for their

defenze. The materials and asstenee provided are in the form of grants, and

are not a part of the military aales program. An examile of the mil•UtWa sales

program would be sales of F-4 Phantom aircraft to the Israeli government. The

funds to provide this military assistance are appropriated under the foreign

i-ld program and are distinct from -the regmular Department of Defense -c dget. 3

I
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Assistance Advi ory Groups (MAAG stationed in the recipient country. MAAG

groups work with their equivalent military levels in the host country to

assist them in all phlscs of the developmcnt of their armed forces. The

character of each XtAAG grotT is quite different and' s determined by the

developmental stage of the host country. At present. the military has the

following unclassified .MAG groups in existence; Greece, Turkey, Iran,

Pakistan, Korea# Vietnam, and the Repblic of China. The MkAG group in

Taivan, the Republic of China, functions oaly as a planning and budgeting

office. This is so because the Aru of the Republic of China has propressed

to the level of a self sustaining, highly sophisticated military organization.

On the other hand, the MHAG group stationed in Vietnam is quite large, with

advisors fmetioning all the way down the military organization to CCoxa1•

-e"- 3. The Vietnam WiG performs more tasks and provides more assistance

because- of the relative stage of development of the Vietmazese Am*.

For mint8ry officers and men perforong MAW duties or those assigned

to-civit affairs jobs, as is currently the case in nwh of Vietnam, a knowledge

of the process of cross-cultural change wouldbe zoý ,beficels

Arthur H. NIiehoff and his colleagues at the fhmain Resources Research

Office (Hm•O), forly of George Washngton University (until forced bV

carus, pressure groups-'to server ticir ties vith the University),o operating

under contract with the Departamt- of the ArM has bet= a leader in ana3Ysing

the prcess of and developing of a body of knowledge on cross-cultural change's

In 19%3, NIlehoff published a paper, Lao Buddhism: A Vehicle for Technic8l

Change.4- The paper was bnsed on his experience in Southeast Asia as a Ccmdity

Development Advisor for the A14,ency for International DeviloPment (AID), In this

paper it was Niehoff s thess that' the change agents, technical AID advisors,

never really understood the local patterns of leaders•l• and therefore often

failed to inplement a technical change. The AID adviscrs tried to implement

- • )~'
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changes working tV rough the village secular lo.•ors and ignored the pot.nt.•

"leadership of the Buddhist monks. The westef n change agents had ignored the

monks because they harbored an attitude thal the monks were a "quaint vestige

of the past3 and that their religion was tradition-bounI and naturally

resisted changv. But Niehoff goes on to illustrate thrt the true source of

motivation to almost all villagers was their' religicus associations with thu

monks. Niehoff contrasted several projects, const'ucting buildings, digging

wells# etc., that either succeedcl or failed according to the degree of partici-

pation enlisted from the monks, When the monks had a meaningful degree of

participation the project almost always succeeded. !Niehoff points out that the

.otivation for the villagers to participate in a project backed or controlled by-

the Mmks is a positive value placed on the ritual acts of merit (assisting

or he~lng the monks). In this society, the most laudable act an individual

could perform was to assist the monks. By so doing• the lay Buddhist

obtains the approbation of his fellow villagers in this Ulfe, and merit that

will. favorably influence his destiny in the after life. A change agent, to

vork effectively with wW grop,- must be knowledgeable of the patterns of

leadership•, wd the cultural tradit•ons -if that goup.

In 1967, Niehoff published a theory on the use of intra-group commuications

in the induced change process. 5 The essence of this theory can be seen in the

falloom.g diagram:

%A%

P4 %

A Gossip (Intra-Group)

lines indicate-•-•- nformatim

fl*w. P.A. Potential Adopter

uIllstration V-1: Intra-Group Comm'nications
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Tfhre . _•hments of coiomunication occur in the process of change. They are:

±inpit by tho .h.g. ::>nt, open channel of feedback, and i.tra-group conmnnica-

tions or gossidp. Th- changC agent is diractly interested in and usually

offectively controls the firs two. However, he is usually not involved with

nor does he take tony action to directly influence the gossip commications of

the recipient group.

In studying this coimnmieationz process, Niehoff foerd that when the

degree of feedback is low, the chances for negative rumors and gossip will

be high. In most case histories examined in this study, where the existence

of gossip of a positive nature was recorded, the project tended to be successful1

Negative gossip, or rumormongering, was found to be a product of a lack of good

Wiformation flows betweem tho change agent and the potential adopters, and

usually predicted an unsuccessful project. To effectivel utilize this

valuable Intra-group commm-ications, Niehoff recommends that operations people

monitor the "grapevine" in gossip sessions, at village molls and other such

sites, to measure Lhe success of their commmications input and feedback

program t ud to be able to take positive corrective action to keep a project

onLk the 1!riht. track.

After ana2yzing a selected blbflograpbr of 165 cross Mral chan

projects, Niehoff and Anderson in 1964 developed a model that dentifies the

prlmary variables in this process. 6 The -authors offer this model both as a

framevork for analysis and as guidelines for action, by teclmicel change agents.

¶I PRANG PROCEESS

Introductica
of New Idea

Action Reaction

Integration

Illustration V-2: The CrOss-ý-ultiral Change Process
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As indicated in the diagram, thc change process is v__1i=lzcd as the

- introducticn of an idea or a technique into another vociety, during which time

there are two principal forces in operation. One force is the behavir of the

change agent, which can also be viewed as the action, and wuich is defined as

the technique used to obtain acceptance of the new idea. The other force is t.he

behavior of the recipients, which can be viewed as the reaction brought about

by the change agent's action. The naw idea or technique is considered to have

been introduced into the other society when it has been integrated into that

society's cultural patterns. lack of integration or rejection of the new idea

can take place at any time rmm the begiuning of the introduction, up to the

Sfinal stages where the pattern of' naintenance needs to be as;ured.

As a result of this studly Niehoff has identified 19 major types of
influences which he refers to as *setq, 10 of change agint behavior and 9 of

recipient behavior. These sets of influence, as taken from his reports, are

reproduced in Ilustratiom V-3. As a major part of his paper, Nicehoff discusses

the negative and positive aspects of each influence set and sub-category using

concrete exampes to il-m'strate how each variable cou2id _ad to success or faihre.

One-of the iixwtant collateral missions of the Ari in Vietnam is that

of Civil Affairs. Practically all military units down to company size have

been assigned civil affairs missions. Basically this mission consists of

promoting the welfare of the civilian population. In accomplishing this

mission, units carry or -sch activitles as medical assistar , sncitetion

projects, building of schools and pagodas, road constructlon and the general

protection of villages and commiuties through various self-dofense measures.

As Operations Officer for a battalion of the Ith Tn• antry Division

locato4 in the vicinity of Pleiku, Republic of Vietnar, during a period of

1967 and 1968, one of the authors aceumuated valuable first hand experience

in the implementation of innovations across cultural ba•rriers. Ore duty of

the Operations Officer is the managment and coordination of the Civil
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Affairs mission. In this particular battalion, tne assigned civil affairs

mission was to look after the welfare of five Montagnarrl tribes located

within the 4th Division's Uctical area of responsibility.

DurIng this peexod many innovations, such as sanitary facilities,

sanitary practices, and the d!gixig and maintenanze of wells were accomplished

end incorporated into the lives of these villagers. Accomplishment of thcse

different projects, however, cannot in uny way be attributed to the advance

in tI-e knowledge and understanding of cross-evtural change and social innov-'-

tions as documented by academics such as Dr. Nieheff. %st of the success

of these projects can be attributed to the intuition of the American soldier

and thn warm feelings and relationships he expressed tcrard the Ibntagnard

people while he was going about Uis job. In fact, va u not really a job to

most of the soldiers involved in civil affairs-it was a deep personal involvement.

In looking at these events after the fact and studying the process of

cross-cultural change, one can readily see where mistakes were made and

how prior knowledge of the process of change would have helped. However,

one Is also struck by the uninhibited, inbiative processes that naturally

surfaced in these sltuatlons and led to the success of the mission. In

suggesting a change, the soldier always worked with the tarbal leaders to ga.m
their approval and participation. In doing this, he naturallv developed a

good two y system of coomications. Through experience, he knew the basic

elements of the tribal culture. He recognized the central iportanc: of the

rice planting and harvesting seaior and the dditians of their religion,

and almost unconscious3y considered these elements In any suggestion he

proposed. In vor)ing with these people, the sol-iers, observed in this

experience, e,:mn tried to learn the language of the Montagnards. What. iz

most remarkable about this fact is that the Montagnard language has never

been reduced to symbols and recorded in any fashion. But most important of

al was the element of respect and trust that the Montagnards held for the
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rapport with thse poople. Often they were invited to participate in

ceremonala events of th: tribc %nd to drink rice wine with the men of the

tribe as a sigt. of their mutual friendship. In any academic anaJysis of

cross-cultural change, one must conclude that the strong personal relationships

developed here were the key. variables to successful implementation of most of

the recommended innovations.

One innovation recommended in late 1967 can serve as a good illustration

of some of the variables reqidred for success. It had long been felt that

the beat mathod for the common cIefense of these five Montagnard villages

was for them to combine into one single, large village, using fortifications

and a formal system of defense.

This project had been proposed to the leaders and all agreed that

something must be done, but after repeated suggestion no further Initiative

waa taken by these leaders. The tribes were of close ancestral backgrowd,-

tleir rice fields were nl1 relatively close to a recounanded location, and

the need for a good defense had been occasionally demonstrated Through acts

of terrorism by the Viet Cong and the North Vietnamese ArmV.

In February 1968, the IWA and the VC initiated their large scale opera-ion,

now labeled as the '1968 Tet Offensivem. During this oDeration the N7A rorded

up and aarched coff at gun point the entire population -of these five villagrs,

excluding only the fr bly old and the nursing infants. Two -f the village

chiefs were assassinated on the spot when they demonstrated Opposition. It

was learned later that the ]Wntagnards were to be used as liberation forces

after the successful capture of Pleiku by the NVA (which did not succeed)to

demonstrate a popular support for the newly aehieved conwmmist liberation.

After the •DVA were defeated in the battle for Pleiku. they released the

* Montagnards and alloued them to return to their villages.
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* rcmalning chiefs and the new leaders approacheh the buttalion civ! a•ffai-s

team and uanted to .knwr if they were still willing to assist them in budlding

a common village. The village waz eventually c,,nstructed awnd did serve to

provide the M1ntagnards etth a much stronger self defense capability.

An anaysis of this case of cross-cultiuaral innova•Irn -ecording -o

NLehoff' s model Si-dicates that practically all important varables -mere fulfilled

except that of the felt need. The defomse used by the tribes to date had been

=sfficient for their purpoce and as they had no idea of the potential the

"eneqy reafy had, they did not feol a need to make the sacrifice necessary

to build a consolidated villge. The "Tet Offensive" ade,)utely demonstraired

this-need and the leaders were able to overcom, the threshold of resistence

* •within their respective villages.

Ther;. are certain envircmental forces active today that could preswribe

for the -litar7 a futeve role of arms control insp.ection -nd vorlf. cation.

'The growth in the destractiv, capabity of both conventional and ancorventional

weapocs has been paralleledby 7an extension ij the limitation of the

political effactivcnesp of force. Reco&nizing this fact, as early as 1961,

President Jolm F. Kennedy w•s instrumental in establishing within the

goverrawnt a separate agency for the purpose of stuiying and preparing for

dissrmament. This office. the U.S. Arms Control and Disamrmrivnt Agency, iris

been highly successf\d1 in establishing several arms control agraements or

treaties within the past nine ycars. A list of these agreements or treaties

ine3ures the Limited Tea B-n Treaty, the Otrter Space Trreaty, the Nonpro-

Ufiiration Treaty, and the Antarctic Treaty. All the agree;ients to date,

4except 'the Antarctic Treaty precl•ude the ude of on-site inspection ind

verificatim. 'n fact# anj aareerwni tr exchange "nspectors, has been the
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princl T, block to -,y , h-'ther ,irms control treaties with Russia. Presently,

ftl-; U. ?. is Corcre to rely on national or unilataral mcan5 (satellites,

sensors, acrid] r ,connalwsance) -'nr the verification it ceprands.?

With the Stntragic- Arms Undtations Talks (SALT) now underway with the

Rsnians, the Ar--V could In the imdiate Thiture, be feed with a mission to

act a. arms control inspectors. To be sure, the SALT talks are not likely

to procluce -ny dramatic reductions of armaments, yel, significant reductions

-could be agreed upon that would require the establishment of a rather

sophisticated and vell organized system f'or the inspection and verification

of the agreement,
How could this new role be added to the military mission? The first itep

would be the legitiiwate assignment of this mission to the Ar- througb the

proper executive channels, The change agent in this case would be the

teea cians of the Field Operations Dirision of the U.S. Arms Control and

0Disarmament Agency (ACDA). Since 1961, this division of ACDA has been

preparing for this role by conducting research and study into all phases

of the inspection and verification process. Their studies have covered

the range from sophisticated nuclear weapons to conventional arms. When

called upon, they will be raady to recommend the right Inspect;m system

for any given agreement. The client system in this 3ome will be that

branch of the AriV so designated to perform the mission. The objectives and

goals, mutually agreed upon by both the change agent and the client qyatemiv

will be thc development of an effective capability for an adequate inspection

an& verification system.
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E
CRAPTER VI

TIlE FUTURHE M~ITJTARY EUV'I1RJN4.ET

The All-Volunteer Arn

Recently, Congress voted against a proposal to institute an all-volunteer

AM¶. This idea is not a new one and-in fact, the U. S. has always had a

volunteer Ar•m except during t: mrs of war and since 1948. There are many pros

and !.ons to this idea wMhch have been discussed and rehashed over and over

again. The purpose of this section is not to reiterate the aiready well worn

arguments, but to point out first, w1y such a proposal is popular, and second

the concepts of organizational change that will have to apply if auch a step

is taken.

Two sajor sources of dissatisfaction and unrest in the U. S. a-oday are the -

Vietnam War and the miitary draft. They each present a particular snore in the

side of a large sector of the U. S. popu2ation and as such are prime candidates

for removal from the scene. An all-voltmteer force, namely a professional A-ry,

vwoud i'~emingky quickly resolve both prblems.

1!y establishing en Arzy of professionals of aý given size# the @4mmtr7 would

In effect be placing a strin.-cnt control on the si=e of the AM since it wulil

be infinitely more difficult to expmad suc 1L force. Expansion could ouiy ocMr

Svi1 congressional approval and therefore bider the furtherance of env future

Oundeclared" wars. A further check on vndesirable operations would be that

funding could not be expanded without application to the legislature. Our

society has great fear of a powerful _mi-Itay that can plunge the country into

unwanted wars. It also fears that the large scale coordination now required between

the military and induustry will form a ccmplet that will resist further control

by the people. It is faly well ;ccepted that if our national defense is to

be effective and if we are to maintain an adequate Induastri4al base, then the

military :ad industry must coo-rdi•ate their efforts. With the country already
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imbedded in an unpopular war, it Is not hard to Z00 how the U.2. soci +ty might

* fear a strong milit.ary industrial coinpl'x that could randomly involve it in further

conflicts of that nature to further its own interests,

The rdraft is Wdd•Iy looked on as "Involuntary serviturle' and since it is

being ivsed to sopply an unpopular -±r with pcopul re sourwes, it too hl becantc

quite unpopular. If you accept the premise that the country needs an arned force,

then you must too conceive a way to man such a force. The easiest answer is to

"hire somebody ci.se to do it". In a way, this is how society elirdinvtes its

requirement to keep feeding that monAte2 "hose appetite for human resources

Is nearly endless. This road had the adi'ed advantage of promising greatly

increased efficiency in the armed forces due to largely dccreased turnovers.

Ahatever the mwrit of thin r•ti -eale, it does serv*"to give us a clue as to

what forces art on the Ioose in our society z'nd how the military must prepare

for such changes.

If the volunteer Army does eventually come about, then the milit•7 will be

faced with two major changes. First, it must devise some new external system

by" which it resaticts itse-l in its coduct of political matters. Inception

of a volumteer force will- ony increase the polarity of the civil-miitary

re!ht:onshW and therfores if the military Is to remain an instrument of the

society it protects, Lhen it mmst devise methods which will preclude a co-letely

professionr.7 force from dominating that same society. If it cannot adjust its

i- ow /"tes to calm the fears of the socie*y, then of course, the society

will imstItute its own controls which are likely to-hinder the effectiveness

of the armed force in itt-- operations of var, whether complete or constabulatory.

The second and most obvious change will b that with contiLndty of member-

ship, and adequate eomiensation to members, the mlditary will be in a position

to realign itself in such a manner so as to eliminate many of the Ills of its

4 present ztem. However, the challenge wil-. still remain to estmbliesh a system
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an*ceptibol to 5oei-Oty 1,7ilf, still insuring sufficient dedicatien and response

from itso memb zrs to achieve the only real goal of war-victoryt by force,

With the advent of systems oriented organizational concepts in the U. S.

ArMV, new eha!l n=Vs are going to arise for its leadership. The U. S. Arnm

Comabat Developments Command is presently studying a project in w*ich the Ar4W

battalion Is focused as a system. The stay and consideration of internal and

external environmental factors will shed new light on the most effactAve orgaiza-

tion of the battalion structure. Colonel Arth= S. Hymen is presently Involved

with CDC 0in assessing the human element in the design of futwre military

organizational structures. He states in a recent article, OContemporary crgan-

izations must function with change, rather than solely as a result of rhange;

and traditional organizational structures historically have had grea- difficulty

!n respondizig to change.*]-,- p. 171. He further sites 3 Major challenges foe-

those leaders who will guide the fUture organizatioms.

-First, the fact that ir change from a burucratl to an integrated system

i wiil not occur overnight alone vill be a problem in itself. During the period

of transfIu1rations, *Leadership will be reqponsi be for giving clarity of pmupose

to what otherwise may appear as vague organizational objectives to the uniforaed

organization maenber.* 2 , p. 175. Seeond•y, many key meners of the traditional

structm-e will resizat an change awl from the pyramidal concept. *Leadership

characterized by patienc,, % high degree of diplomacy, a=d an inexhaustible

sense of humor can (tnd will) educate the changp resistors.' 3 , p. 174. The

; "third problem facing leadership -of tho future will be the parad6z that tmder the

newlv-emerging organization, members uIll enjoy new freedoms never before per-

mitted. The fear Is the9t the lateral lines of coammnications and lack of direct

*supervi:sion .ll lead to role counfusion and loss of ioentity. OThe job of leader-

ship, in terms of organizational Iaiguly will be to soethw create an



environment in uhich organization mbers come to understand that this uncertainty

Aft is an integral part of the new Inatural order of things'."*, p. 174.

I began this short discussion ,f leadership change with Col. Hyments remarks

fur two reasons. The systems concept i.i the "hot item of the day" and also*

I wantee to insure that it did not become the finale of the section and thereby

take on the illusion of being prc-ented as a solution. The rebuilding of the

military organization into an adaptive, pluraJistic Integrated system responsive

to its environment Is not the subject of t•is section. We have already stated

that changes in leadershij patterns will not provide a panacea for all the problems

of change facing the military of the futAre. NIeither then is it to fall £orward

onto a theoretical model of a complex 3oclo-technical organization end principles

of qobernetics. Our military iA..rs today need answers today. These many

problems arIing from socia1, change in our environment must be dealt with now

in the purest, most practical sense possible. There has never been and will

9 never be a field manual written that will cover all the situations for a leader.

Perhaps the -greatest assist our unit cormandere of these days can receir, are firm

guidelines such as the recent Department of Defense rules on dissent and the

st•sequ-nt court rulings- phoding such limits. Perhaps this Is a fallback to

the rigid, structural, bureaucracy but at least it provides the decision maker

some basis Ipo which to make a rational j•igment. Chaos and uncertainty are our

enemies, not roles and regulations fairly conceived.

Still, leadership •mst charge. Perhaps the answer is siLVly an zmmareness

of all these forces and vby they exist to provide the Orational leader" with

the Information he needs to be an effective military lerder. Professor Lymn

W. Porter sems to say it pretty well in his article at the recent U. S. Arqr

leadership conference. nf research results to date provide relative3y little

by way of directly relevant prescriptions for the leader, what can we

say-at the present point in time-about what he can and shoum do with

respect to Influencing organizational comitment? Here we will make some

_I



adm~tt°;: •ft-Vt ' .t-olat!ons fron the general social ncience literattue:

9 For o-, thi 1g, .. vntl nrobablc th',t thader of the f~hwe, particularly

in a mrlitar sctting, will rantl to sce the leadership task in a broader

perspective than, niy have been the case in the past. That is, he will have to

face and accent the corm!extIty of the task nud forego the notion that there are

any nice, clean-cut and hi-,hly specific mules of effective leadersh-ip, Just

internalizing this simpIc idea may be a major stet toward obtaining a breadth of

perspective. Secondly, he will need to reg ize the impact of hts actions and

behavior on the expectations and beliefs that his subordinates will develop

conernSng Phat the organization Is really' like and what is to be re2L?1 r gained

by cormitting oneself to the organization. Mach more than in the past, given

the nature ox the types of values becoming more prevalent in our society, his

action% will indeed shout mucir touder than his words. Ho will be leading by

example whether he wishes to or not . 9.. 1 p. 232.9

[•
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S~~CO'ICLUYIN'C. CO0.."a!.S

This roeearch pahur hn., bt•Žn '. ctusor' revi:w of thl. rapid change

occuring in Ancri-icn oci(ety todlay and the hinact o1' this change on the

militarv csttblis•hment, •o attempt has been mad• to propore any solution

t-, these V.uriad of problcms fLacing Lhhc mlltary, and society as a w4hole, in

that these solutions would be either nothing more than the opinions of the

authors or reiter':tion of' much more eminent students in the field of behavioral

science .

We feel, however, that it would be appropriate to conclude the paper with

a quote of two militar officers eminently moru oualified than we in this

field. It most apnropriater- restates tint the social problems facing the

military arc, nothing nore than an extension of the problems facing our society

9 as a whole.

The military does not feel inadequate in copi•g with the
problems we have rt'-esented. Indoed the trends of social
change apoear to =uport ao•htions in many areas. On
the other hand, the burden of re-solutton has been placed
principal1 uponr. the military when in fact the problems
are those of the co.amnuity at Large. Society must in the
long run s¶Ž to break away from siMplistic stereotypes,
idcologica? viewpoints and rationalUzations and see the
military as a social institution of its oxn creation which
can on~y oper'ate effectively if it is permItted to retain
its place as an integral part of the American cozmnity.1

/
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FOOTNOTE

1. lHiess S. H., and Rchm, T. A., j"The Mitary in a Free S3ociety",
U.S. Naval institute Aroceedings, Vol, 95, No. 792, Feb,$
1969, p. 36.
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